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February 1987 

The student confrontation at the 1969 Council of Jewish Federations General 
Assembly in Boston helped create a climate of interest, concern and 
experimentation in American Jewish education. In the years that followed, 
Federation funding for Jewish education expanded, studies were carried out in 
many Jewish communities; and significant changes were made in Bureaus of 
Jewish Education throughout the country. On a national level CAJE (the 
Conference on Alternatives in Jewish Education) was created ; JWB helped expand 
the Jewish educational mission of Centers; significant curricular reform took 
place in the congregational movements ; and major changes were made in the 
structure , function and leadership of the American Association for Jewish 
Education (now JESNA -- the Jewish Educational Service of North America) . 

These years of experimentation helped us learn more about the sociological 
underpinnings of Jewish identity - - including the important role that 
community and family must play in the transmiss ion of identity, colTITlitment and 
knowledge . We also learned more about the strengths and limitations of our 
Jewish educational tools -- especially the power of day school education, the 
potential of informal settings like JCCs, the key role of congregations , and 
some of the inherent weakness of supplementary education -- particularly past 
the fifth or sixth grade for many youngsters . 

Most importantly , we learned that we need to develop a strategic focus for 
change in Jewish education by using new educational env1ronments that can 
strengthen Jewish identity, create Jewish family supports, and reestablish a 
sense of Jewish community, while also transmitting Jewish knowledge . Thus 
while in former times it might have been adequate to teach a child about a 
Jewish holiday in the classroom knowing that the holiday would be celebrated 
in the home or observed in the community , it became clear that we now need to 
systematize educational models that teach parents how to celebrate the 
hol iday; demonstrate to parent and child alike that the holiday can be 
mean1ngful and joyful and then teach the child the historical -religious 
details. 

It's now well over fifteen years since that "cultural revolution" began and 
Amer ican Jewry is beginning a national reappraisal of its efforts to assure 
Jewish continuity. This new process is developing in part as a response to an 
international effort sponsored by the Jewish Agency and should serve as an 
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excellent opportunity to build new leadership , assess our progress to date , 
and establish new directions. 

In order for this new process to fulf ill its promise , however, it's critical 
to move from experimentation and program development to a new implementation 
phase during which the ideas and programs generated over the last fifteen 
years are 1nstitut1onalized throu hout our system of Jewish education . This 
w1 require c ear nat1ona an oca pr1or1t1es an unprece ente cooperation 
and joint planning between congregations and Federations , JCCs and Jewish 
educational institutions, formal and informal Jewish educators, and national 
rabbinic, congregational and communal leadership . Most important it will 
require the commitment of our communities' top leadership along with a number 
of broadly agreed upon strategies for institutional change. 

This paper will therefore sketch out a strategy that inc l udes targeting 
specific populations and institutions and that suggests four achievable 
objectives for improving the transmission of Jewish identity . These are: 

1. Strengthening the tie between young families and "gateway institutions" 
primarily congregations and JCCs -- through programs designed to increase 
the Jewish commitment of parents and make them partners in the Jewish 
education of their children . 

2. Intensifying supplementary Jewish education through the integration of 
classroom and "beyond the classroom" progra:ns -- primarily through vastly 
increased strategic cooperation between congregations and JCCs. 

3. Increasing the proportion of non-Orthodox youngsters receiving a day 
school education - - primarily by improving Judaic and general educational 
quality and marketing. -

4. Recruiting and training lay and professional leadership with the skill and 
vision needed to implement these strategic changes -- primarily through 
greater national and local planning and coordination . 

CHOOSING TARGET POPULATIONS AND INSTITUTIONS: "MARGINALLY AFFILIATED" JEWS 
AND "GATEWAY INSTITUTIONS" 

For over a decade -- at least since the 1975 National Jewish Population Study 
-- planning in the field of Jewish education and identity has been based in 
part on very low estimates of American Jewish affiliation and of the 
proportion of youngsters receiving a Jewish education. Some interpretations 
of NJPS data indicated that fewer than 50 percent of American Jewish children 
were receiving any kind of Jewish education and that only around 40 to 
50 percent of American Jewish households were affiliated with a congregation . 
The natural response to these data was the development of planing efforts that 
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focused on the creation of intensive out reach strategies aimed at the 
unaffiliated . 

More recent studies in most major Jewish urban areas (excluding a few 
communities like Los Angeles and Denver) as well as studies in smaller towns 
have shown a "family life cycle" pattern of affiliation that produces very 
high affiliation over t i me . Steven Cohen's most recent estimates show that 
"the vast majority of American Jews send their children at one time or 
another to some form of Jewish schooling •.• " and that "the overwhelming 
major ity of parents affiliate with a Jewish institution at some time in their 
1 ives. 11 1 Cohen asserts that by the end of adolescence 87% of males and 
70% of females have received some Jewish school~ng . These new estimates don't 
dispute the fact that only 40 to 50 percent of all Jewish families and less 
than half of Jewish children ages 6-18 are currently affiliated or in school 
at this moment in time . They do show however that most Jews join a 
congregation when their child reaches school age; that nearly all Jewish 
children therefore receive a Jewish education a~ some point prior to 
adolescence ; and that many of these families then disaffiliate after all their 
children have attained Bar/Bat Mitzvah or confirmation. 

These kinds of demographic facts suggest far different strategies. Since 
nearly all families with children affiliate with a congregation at some point, 
then outreach may not be the most cost effective or highest priority strategy 
for strengthening Jewish commitment. More importantly, even if there were 
significant numbers of unaffiliated Jews and even if we could "reach" them , we 
would still be faced with institutions that are generally not strong enough to 
retain or inspire those we might (at great expense) attract . In reality, few 
of the institutions with which Jews affiliate are structured or staffed to 
take advantage of the high rate of affiliation we currently enjoy in order to 
significantly strengthen and upgrade the level of Jewish identification of the 
fam i lies that pass through . Steven Cohen highlights this opportunity when he 
identifies "marginally affiliated" Jews who are members of Jewish institutions 
but for whom the affiliation process has little meaning or impact. 

This paper will therefore suggest a number of communal strategies for 
intensifying the affiliation process for marginally affiliated Jews. 
Recognizing that most families \'lill voluntarily enter Jewish organizational 
life , these strategies focus on strengthening their involvement and deepening 
their commitment through programs carried out as early as possible in the 
affiliation process. Recognizing that most children attend some kind of 
Jewish school, these strategies focus on intensifying the educational process 
by increasing day school enrollment. Recognizing that even with our best 
efforts fewer than 30% of our children will ever attend day school and that 

lsteven M. Cohen , "Outreach to the Marginally Affiliated : Evidence and 
Implications for Policymakers in Jewish Education," Journal of Jewish Communal 
Service , Winter 1985 , Vol . 62, No. 2. 
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most families will continue to opt for supplementary Jewish education , these 
strategies focus on intensifying the supplementary school experience by making 
the parent a partner in the Jewish educational process and better integrating 
classroom and "beyond the classroom" educational techniques . Recognizing that 
most Jewish families affiliate with congregations \vhich serve as primary 
gateways to Jewish life for most American Jews , these strategies seek to 
strengthen the ability of congregations to reach the i r members and deepen 
their religious commitment by deepening the partnership bet ween congregations 
and federat ions . 

OBJECTIVE l 

STRENGTHENING THE TIE BETWEEN YOUNG FAMILIES AND "GATEWAY INSTITUTIONS" 
PR IMARI LY CONGREGATIONS AND JCCS -- THROUGH PROGRAMS DESIGNED TO INCREASE THE 
JEWISH COMMITMENT OF PARENTS AND MAKE THEM PARTNERS IN THE JEWISH EDUCATION OF 
THEIR CHILDREN 

The Centrality of the Family in the Transmission of Jewish Identity 

Most reports dealing with the problems of Jewish education stress that it is 
virtually impossible for a school to teach Jewish concepts, values , and 
traditions wi thout the aid and support of the home environment. Jewish 
educational programs for parents and families are therefore crucial to the 
Jewish education of children . As Harold Himmelfarb put it in his seminal 
article "Jewish Education for Naught" : " . •. without encouragement and 
reinforcement from the home, it is extremely unlikely that Jewish schools will 
have any lasting impact on their students. If the home provides the necessary 
encouragement and reinforcement, Jewish schooling can increase the level of 
Jewish commitment achieved in the home . These two institutions need each 
other and the efforts of one without the other are likely to produce only 
slight resu lts . " ' 

Clevel and's recent "Survey of Jews Over Age 50 and Their Grown Children" also 
highlights this critical dimension of identity transmission . The study shows 
that while there isn't any parental recipe for raising a Jewish child in this 
complex society, there is a clear correlation between parental attitudes and 
practices -- particularly congregational affiliation -- and mixed marriage 
among children. For example , according to the Cleveland study: 1) Families 
that call themselves Orthodox are half as likely to have any of their children 
marry a non - Jew without conversionasfamilies that call themselves Reform or 
Conservative while those who call themselves unaffiliated are twice as likely 
as Reform or Conservative Jews to have had a child marry out of the faith ; 2) 
Reform and Conservative Jews who retain their congregational membership at 
least through age 50 are half as likely to have any of their children marry a 

2Harold S. Himmelfarb , "Jewish Education For Naught : Educating the Culturally 
Deprived Jewish Child , " Analysis, No . 51 , September , 1975 . 
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non -Jew v,ithout conversion as a Reform or Conservative Jew \·/ho quit after 
their child was confirmed . Those who retain their affiliation do nearly as 
well as those who call themselves Orthodox; and 3) Those who say that having 
children and grandchildren marry Jews is very important are half as likely to 
have a child marry a non -Jew without conversion as one who feels TT's only 
moderately important. Jewish identity is multidete rmined and of cour se, none 
of this establishes a clear cause and effect relationship between any 
particular acti vi ty on the part of parents and mixed marriage among their 
children . This research does however provide support for a far greater 
emphasis on reaching parents as an integral part of our educational st rategy . 

Unfortunately, while we ' ve known about the critical importance of the fami ly 
for at least twenty year s, parent education remai ns a secondary concern of 
Jewish education. Compared with formal classroom education, few resources 
have been provided and little attention has been paid to the development of 
comprehensive implementation str ategies . 

Developi ng Effective Strategies for "Universal" Family Educat ion 

Since the vast major ity of Jewish parents affiliate with a congregation during 
their children's school years, the point in time when parents enroll their 
chi ldren in a Jewish school can provide our best opportunity to reach out to 
parents to increase their personal commitment and involve them in the Jewish 
educational process. By enr oll i ng the child in a Jewish supplementary school 
(most common ly a congregational school) the parent has already taken an 
important first step in creating a connection to Jewish life . 

In add ition to being a critical time in the development of a relationship 
between the f ~~ily and the school, the years of early parenthood may also be a 
period of maximum psychological readiness in the Jewish life cycle. In the 
conception of psych iatri st, Mortimer Ostow, this is a time when young parents 
begin to re- identify with their own parents' religious attitudes and values 
after ear lier rejection and "sponsor" them to their children, making this the 
perfect target population for Jewish adult education and outreach . As Ostow 
put it in an arti cle he prepared for the 1976 American Jewish Commi ttee 
Colloquium on Jewish Identity , the young parent tends "to adopt for himself 
his parent's views of Jewishness . To the extent that he does so in response 
to an unconsciously motivated imperative, and to the extent that these views 
are modell ed after childhood impressions alone , the young parent may be 
embarrassed by them . He tends to r ationalize his compliance as something 
which he is doing ' for the children. ' Advanced Jewish education can help him 
to accept observance as something in which he can feel more personally 
involved." 3 

3Mortimer Ostow, M. D. , "The Determinants of Jewish Identity: A Maturational 
Approach," 1976 American Jewish Committee Colloquium on Jewish ldentity , 
p . 61. 
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From this perspective , it ' s clear that the moment of congregational 
affiliation is a critical moment in Jewish life -- a moment in which 
congregations have a strategic opportunity to reach out to strengthen the 
religious character of the Jewish home, deepen the spiritual values of 
parents , and make them partners in the Jewish education of their children . 
Unfortunately this opportunity is rarely used for in-depth contact between the 
parent and the congregation. The message given to parents -- though unstated 
and unintentional - - is "drop your child off twice a week and we'll make 
him/her an educated Jew . " While congregations clearly would like to take 
better advantage of this opportunity, their resources are focused primarily on 
formal classroom study for children and few have funds or energy to spare for 
planned and targeted intake procedures and education for young families . 

Congregations must be helped to take themselves more seriously as pivotal 
identity building structures that could -- if properly programmed -- make 
parents partners in the Jewish education of their children . While nearly all 
congregations have adult education programs they generally attract a 50 and 
older audience rather than the young parents who are absolutely vital to our 
future. Congregations therefore need to consider developing careful in.reach 
strategies for marginal Jews with most resources and efforts focused on 
incoming families with school - aged children. By targeting each incoming 
class , the task of family education becomes manageable and it also becomes 
possible to focus enough resources on the 50-100 families involved to make a 
real impact. 

This strategy calls for a personal contact for each incoming family, a 
required in- depth intake interview, a personalized "contract," and a family 
education program that fits each family's own needs and lifestyle. It must 
help parents recognize that raising a Jewish child may require an increased 
commitment to and understanding of Jewish life, religion and culture and might 
also be used to discuss and "market" the importance of day school education 
and/or "beyond the classroom" techniques in the school's educational program 
(both of which will be discussed in greater depth later in this paper) . This 
would be followed by concrete programs aimed at giving families the home 
skills they need to feel comfortable with and enjoy Jewish traditions and 
rituals . The focus would be - - in Cohen's terms - - on the "language of 
resource" and would continue with parent-centered learning throughout the 
child ' s school career. 

One target population worth mentioning for specialized outreach and family 
education is the mixed married (without conversion) family . While the 
potential for attracting large numbers of mixed married families has almost 
certainly been exaggerated, and while the highest priority for family 
education must be those marginally affiliated Jews already in the system, it's 
also clear that selected mixed married families are already good targets for 
education and involvement . A recent study of a large Reform temple in 
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Cleveland, for example, showed that 13% of its families under 40 are currently 
mixed marrieds. This happened without any special outreach at all and 
probably could be modestly expanded without inordinate expense through 
programs like those currently under way in Denver and Los Angeles where 
excellent communal outreach efforts support congregational education and 
outreach projects for mixed married couples. The kind of family approach 
outlined here would have a positive effect on all marginally affiliated 
families -- born Jewish and intermarried alike, but specialized outreach and 
careful programming for the mixed married population could certainly increase 
the impact for this growing population segment . 

Of course, creating this linkage between parents (whether intermarried or 
born Jewish) and schools will not be easy as witness the very limited =
penetration of the Conservative movement ' s excellent Parent Education Program 
(PEP) which was created around ten years ago. Clearly the development of a 
truly widespread and integral effort demands that as much emphasis be placed 
on planning and funding family education as schools currently place on 
classroom education for children. It will also require considerable 
experimentation with intake and marketing efforts by congregations as well as 
a persistent and intensive effort on the part of Jewish educational leadership 
to create a variety of models ranging from simple four or five session holiday 
and home skill programs to more in-depth efforts like the excellent Florence 
Melton Program of Basic Adult Jewish Learning . In fact, the most successful 
and broadly-based efforts will probably need to make minimal time demands in 
order to maximize attendance in today's highly pressured environment , but they 
would at least "send a message" about the need for parents to be partners in 
the educational process. 

The Need for A Partnership Between Congregations and Federations 

Since most congregations clearly don't have the resources or manpower for this 
kind of additional sustained effort, the development of a communal strategy in 
this area demands close cooperation between Federations, Bureaus of Jewish 
Education and congregations. Federations simply cannot deal with the 
challenge of Jewish continuity without taking advantage of the opportunity for 
intensifying the affiliation process for Jews passing through this most 
critical "gateway to Jewish life." Congregations must therefore moverrom the 
periphery of federation concern to a far more central position . Only through 
the development of closer ties and funding relationships between congregations 
and federations can we hope to maximize the potential of the congregation as a 
"gateway to Jewish life" and assure Jewish continuity. 

The Role of the Jewish Preschool and the JCC 

There are other critical opportunities for reaching our highest priority 
target - - young families - - through other communal institutions -- primarily 
through Jewish preschools which currently attract a large portion - - in 
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Cleveland over 50% -- of all Jewish preschool age youngsters. Apart from 
providing a tremendous strategic advantage in reaching the children 
themselves, Jewish preschools provide an outstanding opportunity to reach out 
to young families and touch them Jewishly at an even earlier stage than would 
be possible through the congregational school connection . JCCs are 
particularly strong in the pre-school area and through projects such as the 
Cleveland JCC's Family Place , provide opportunities for reaching youngsters 
and their families from birth right up through the preschool years. The 
critical Jewish identity building role of the JCC is now receiving important 
attention due to the work of JWB ' s Commission on Maximizing Jewish Educational 
Effectiveness of Jewish Community Centers. 

Plainly there is a market for all sorts of educational activities for moms , 
dads, and children at these age levels. All of these could be used as 
opportunities for Jewish contact and even for some preliminary contracting 
around future Jewish goals and educational opportunities for their children. 
The adult education/parent education opportunity, however while used in 
varying degrees in many JCC preschools, is general ly not an extensive or 
integral part of most schools' programs and therefore remains a high priority 
for communal investment. Only with this kind of investment can the JCC 
fulfill its role as an entry point in a continuum of Jewish parent education . 

JCCs also have an expanding and critical role to play in reaching young 
families that don't choose to affiliate with a congregation and may have a 
particularly important impact on mixed married families. The nondenomina
tional Jewish environment can provide a safe space to test feelings of Jewish
ness for Jews who are unsure of their Jewish commitment or non-Jews who want 
to learn more about Jewish life. The JCC can serve as a place to learn and 
can also serve as a bridge to religious affiliation if properly programmed as 
a "gateway institution." 

OBJECTIVE 2 

INTENSIFYING SUPPLEMENTARY JEWISH EDUCATION THROUGH THE INTEGRATION OF 
CLASSROOM AND BEYOND THE CLASSROOM JEWISH PROGRAMS -- PRIMARILY THROUGH VASTLY 
INCREASED STRATEGIC COOPERATION BETWEEN CONGREGATIONS AND JCCS 

Inherent Limitations of Supplementary Classroom Education 

While it's clear that most Jewish youngsters receive some form of Jewish 
education at some point before they reach adolescence and while this 
educational experience clearly helps in some ways to strengthen Jewish 
identity, it's also clear that the supplementary school educational process 
leaves a great deal to be desired. As many researchers have pointed out , 
supplementary classrooms past fifth or sixth grade become increasingly 
difficult educational environments . The onset of adolescence in an 
environment where parents apply little pressure for discipline frequently 
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leads to chaotic classroom conditions as other activities compete for the 
child ' s after school and weekend attention and as the gap between the culture 
of the classroom and the culture of the street and home grows . 

The limitations of supplementary Jewish education have been amply demonstrated 
in many studies -- most recently Samuel Heilman 1 s "Inside the Jewish School : 
A Study of the Cultural Setting for Jewish Education." Heilman stresses the 
tremendous differences between the Jewish child's lifestyle and the values he 
learns in Hebrew school; the absence of parental support; the difficulty 
children have in understanding ideas and customs they have never experienced 
in their own l ives; the competition with other more valued activities; and the 
resultant disruptive classroom behavior . 

In fact, the supplementary classroom itself may simply be the wrong 
environment for effective Jewish education for most youngsters past fifth or 
sixth grade . Can Kiddush, Havdalah and the joys of Shabbat rest and learning 
really be taught in a classroom to children who have never experienced it? 
While passing thespTcebox, baking challah, or sipping wine on Shabbat can be 
an outstanding learning experience in the classroom for preschoolers or even 
for third or fourth graders, they simp½don 1 t work much past that point. 
While some very special and "magical" teachers can overcome these problems , 
even many very good teachers have great difficulty in an hour and a half to 
two hours of supplementary education after the children have already finished 
an intensive and highly pressured day of 11 real 11 school. Since much of what we 
want children to learn must be experienced before it can be taught, it seems 
by far the wiser coursetocarefully determine the best environments for 
Jewish experience and learning and then invest resources 1n those environments 
that work best. -

Shifting Resources to 11 Beyond the Classroom11 Learning Environments 

Despite the problems we face with classroom-centered supplementary education 
there are a number of environments that have proven far more effective than 
classrooms for experiencing Jewish life and for cognitive Jewish learning . 
Retreat programs, intensive Jewish summer camping, youth group act1v1ties and 
trips to Israel are all effective environments that proviqe the extended time , 
the role models , the social reinforcement and in Eric Ericson's terms the 
11 locomotion, 11 4 the sense of movement and activity, that pre-teens and 
teens need to learn and grow in a positive and joyful way. Of course, 
classroom learning certainly works for Jewish teens in secular education 
without having to worry much about "positive and joyful" environments because 
it carries all the authority and compulsion of parents and the larger society . 
Jewish education, however , which seeks to instill identi ty, love of learning 

4Erik H. Erikson, Identity Youth and Crisis , W. W. Norton & Company, Inc . , 
1968 , Page 243. 
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and knowledge must win the loyalty of the child and his/her peer group or lose 
the battle altogether . 

Given these realities , it's ironic that only classroom-centered school 
learning is standard , normative, and part of the curriculum of almost every 
Jewish schoo 1-aged chi 1 d while more effective "beyond the cl assroom11 programs 
like retreats , intensive Jewish summer camping , Israel experiences and youth 
groups are relatively unsubsidized , extracurricular and random events in the 
lives of most of our children. A key objective of communal policy might 
therefore be to provide resources for congregations to make these potentially 
mor e effective environments a far more standard part of their educational 
repertoire . 

The Dichotomy Between 11 Formal 11 and "Informal" Jewish Education -- Clarifying 
the Semantic Confusion 

Before sketching a strategy for carrying out these objectives however , it's 
important to address the concern that this direction encourages 11 soft 11 

informal learning at the expense of 11 serious11 formal education . This concern 
grows out of a common tendency to equate informal education (camps, Israel 
experiences , retreats and the like) with affective learning and formal 
education (most commonly associated with the classroom) with cognitive 
learning . Thi s semantic confusion becomes a serious strategic problem because 
some assign "informal" environments (camps, Israel experiences, retreats) to a 
secondary role since they view them as affective rather than cognitive and , 
therefore , incapable of conveying 11 real 11 knowledge. 

This confusion is particularly unfortunate because cognitive education can and 
does take place in a camp environment as easily as in a classroom, while 
affective education can also take place in a classroom. In fact, a summer at 
Camp Ramah or a UAHC camp can and does produce more cognitive learning for 
many children than several years of two-afternoon - a-week supplementary Jewish 
education , while at the same time producing a far more positive affective 
response. In this case the 11 informal 11 environment may actually allow more 
intensive contact hours for cognitive learning than the so-called "formal" 
environment . Moreover , Jewish learning is not easily separated from Jewish 
doing and feeling . It is far easier to learn the laws of Shabbat while 
experiencing the joys of Shabbat in a total immersion environment. 

On the whole , we could have a more intelligent discussion of Jewish 
educational strategies if we distinguished between types of learning 
environment rather than types of education in comparing traditional 
supplementary school settings with camping or Israel travel . Sidney Vincent 
was very wise when , i n Cleveland's 1976 Jewish Educati on Report , he first 
distinguished between 11 classroom 11 and "beyond the classroom" environments 
rather than using the 11 formal 11 /"informal 11 dichotomy. 
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The discussion of "formal" vs "informal" Je\oJish education would also be 
sharper if we were more accurate about exactly what is learned in most 
"formal" supplementary school environments. Even some friends of "beyond the 
classroom" environments have suggested that informal Jewish education is all 
well and good but that it is unlikely to produce youngsters who understand 
Torah, Mishnah or Gemara and that our communal funds might better be spent on 
"real" classroom education. It is in fact unlikely that youngsters learn much 
Gemara at Camp Ramah or Cleveland's Camp Wise. On the other hand, this is 
also true for most supplementary schools . Increased allocations for classroom 
environments will not have much of an impact on this result unless accompanied 
by siignificant 111ew investment in the development of "beyond the classroom" 
environments that help deve lop the mot1vat1on for learning and create contexts 
in which learning is supported. 

A Strategy for Integrating Classroom and Beyond the Classroom Environments 
Through a Collaborative Communal Strategy 

Integrating "beyond the classroom 11 environments more fully into the 
educational process will require the close coordination of communal resources 
involving the expertise and commitment of Jewish Community Centers, Bureaus of 
Jewish Education, and congregations alike. A few examples follow: 

Campi ng 

Jewish ritual, val ues, beliefs, and customs are difficult to understand 
in the abstract and too often classroom learning bears little 
relationship to anything the child experiences at home . Ideally, Jewish 
education should be tied to Jewish living experiences that bring 
classroom concepts to life in an atmosphere of community and joy . The 
potential of Jewish camping to provide this kind of experience is well 
established for parents and educators alike who have had the opportunity 
to observe children returning from these kinds of total Jewish living 
environments . The well - run Jewish camping experience serves not only to 
introduce a youngster to Jewish living, but also incorporates formal 
Jewish curricula (history, customs , Hebrew, etc . ) in a way that can be 
joyful for those children participating. Although formal research is 
limited in this area, Reform, Conservative, Orthodox and JCC camps as 
well as programs such as the Brandeis-Bardin Institute in California all 
report frequent and repeated instances of youngsters making major changes 
in lifestyle through the Jewish camping experience. Jewish camping alone 
may not guarantee that a youngster will grow into a Jewishly identified 
adult , but the cumulative effect of the camping experience with other 
coordinated beyond the classroom experiences can affect the future Jewish 
identification of a significant number of Jewish children. 

While the congregations that educate most of our children also sponsor 
camp programs through their national movements these are almost never 
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coordinated with the child 's educational experience and are designed to 
reach only a tiny portion of the total school - aged population. They have 
neither the room nor the mandate to do more . Yet community camp sites, 
most frequently part of our Jewish community center movement, are 
available with physical facilities and with the group work and 
recreational skills of those who administer them. These camps are 
already providing significant Jewi sh experiences for their campers and it 
would certainly be possible for congregations to sponsor their own 
"mini-Ramah" two or three week encampments on -site at JCC campgrounds , 
enabling far more youngsters to participate in intensive Jewish camping 
as an integral part of their congregational schooling experience . 

Retreats 

Retreat programs used in a planful and regular way can be another vital 
tool for bringing Jewish education to life by creating real Jewish living 
situations for children . In recent years, JCCs have increasingly 
developed retreat centers also staffed with individuals who have Judaic , 
recreational , and group work expertise . These retreat centers can be and 
frequently are used to help make retreat programs an integral part of the 
congregational school experience . 

Youth Group Activity 

It is not possible to ignore the critical connection between peer group 
activity and identity formation during the adolescent years . As Harold 
Himmelfarb put it in "Jewish Education for Naught," "Jewish youth group 
participation does have an impact that is independent of Jewish 
schooling • • . '' 5 This point of view was reinforced by the American 
Jewish Committee's Colloquium on Jewish Education and Jewish Identity, 
which stated that "the youth group may provide more positive 
reinforcemen t of ~ewish identity in adolescence than various kinds of 
Jewish schools . " It is obviously important to assure that every 
Jewish teenager has an opportunity and is encouraged to belong to a 
Jewish youth group and to participate in its activities. 

Recently the Jewish Community Federation of Cleveland formed a Joint 
Congregational Plenum/Federation Youth Commission to explore programs 
that could encourage more youngsters to become involved in youth group 
activity and enhance the Jewish content of these programs. As a result, 
the community will now be developing a Youth Resource Office to 
strengthen all of the youth groups in town and to work toward making a 

5Harold S. Hi mmelfarb, ibid. 

611 summary Report and Recommendations ," 1976 American Jewish Committee 
Colloquium on Jewish Identity, p. 25 . 
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youth group experience an integral part of the Jewish education of every 
youngster. This yout h activities office will be housed at the JCC and 
jointly sponsored by the Jewish Community Center and the Plenum of 
Congregations . Here again , we are seeking to use the JCC expertise as a 
resource to strengthen the congregations ' ability to use both classroom 
and beyond the classroom lear ning environments . 

Israel Experiences 

The impact of Israel experiences on Jewish identity is well established , 
parti cularly in programs with real ideological , re l igious , and 
educational content , and the notion that an Israel program should be an 
integral part of every youngster's Jewish education has long been an 
accepted part of Cleveland ' s educational strategy. Five years ago , 
Cleveland's Bureau of Jewish Education developed the Israel Incentive 
Savings Plan which creates economic incentives for parents and 
congregational schools to join with the community in contributing toward 
a high school Israel experience for every youngster . Since this progrilln 
operates through congregational schools, congregations can use the Israel 
experience as an integral part of their educational curriculum and to 
date over 500 youngsters are enrolled. This program provides an 
excellent example of how Federation policy can foster closer cooperation 
with congregations while helping to make beyond the classroom experiences 
an integral part of the educational experience of children . It has now 
been adopted by a number of other communities including Chicago and 
Phi 1 ad e 1 phi a . 

The need for this kind of cooperation as a way of improving both program 
recruitment and quality is reinforced by the recent Jewish Education 
Committee of the Jewish Agency for Israel, "Report on Educational 
Programs in Israel." The report notes that: "The use of organizational 
channels and word -of-mouth as the most effective recruitment methods 
suggests that marketing of Israel programs is primarily geared to those 
active and involved in Jewish community life . • . of our 'interested' target 
population , however , only 13 percent had ever received information about 
I srael programs through organizations. " 7 While this may imply a need 
for some additional channels of communication with t he unaffiliated , it 
also suggests that many more affiliated families and youth could be 
recruited if organi zations could be persuaded t o raise the priority of 
Israel travel in their overall program. 

In addition, the report identified a number of characteristics of high 
quality programs including : "a clear concept of educational goals ; 
planning consonant with those goals ; and a knowledgeable staff , 

711 Report on Educational Programs in Isr ael, " Summary Report of the Jev1ish 
Education Committee of the Jewish Agency for Israel, 1986, p. 24 
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Clearly, progr~ns that are integrated into the educational objectives of 
congregational schools are more likely to achieve these kinds of goals 
than many other kinds of approaches. 

Overall, the strategy for "beyond the classroom" education developed through 
these four examples aims at stengthening the Jewish educational enterprise by 
making: a trip to Israel as normal a part of the youngster's Jewish education 
as learning the aleph-bet ; an intensive Jewish summer camping experience as 
normal as studying the story of the creation ; parent education as normal as 
signing the youngster up for school; regular intensive youth group involvement 
as standard as a Bar Mitzvah; and retreat programs as regular as the more 
usual classroom activity. It must be clearly noted that the aim of this 
strategy is not simply to encourage youngsters to participate in these 
activities, as they currently do - - as individual , isolated experiences, 
frequently disconnected from their ongoing classroom work. The aim, to the 
contrary , is to connect these experiences to the classroom and to provide them 
under the auspices of the youngsters' own congregational school . 

OBJECTIVE 3 

INCREASI NG THE PROPORTION OF NON-ORTHODOX YOUNGSTERS RECE IVING A DAY SCHOOL 
EDUCATION -- PRIMARILY THROUGH IMPROVING EDUCATIONAL QUALITY ANO MARKETING 

Day schools have long been viewed as an alternative to supplementary education 
that can intensify the educational experience and integrate it into the life 
of the child. Community funding for day school education has therefore grown 
and the number of youngsters receiving a day school education has increased as 
a proportion of all Jewish youngsters receiving any kind of Jewish education . 
Clearly, increasing the proportion of youngsters receiving a day school 
education would be an important communal goal. 

Here again however, progress will require a rethi nking of the strategic 
targets of communal policy. Currently in Cleveland, as in most communities , 
over 90 percent of Orthodox youngsters are already enrolled in a Jewish day 
school as compared with fewer than 10 percent of non -Orthodox youngsters. 
Clearly this indicates a need to provide adequate funding for all forms of day 
school education and then to focus planning attention and resources on 
marketing day school education to the non -Orthodox segment . 

Unfortunately , communal attention most frequently focuses on the quality of 
Judaic education in the Jewish day school. While this is a natural outcome of 

811 Report on Educational Programs In Israel," Summary Report of the Jev1ish 
Education Committee of the Jewish Agency for Israel, 1986, p. 31 
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our primary interest in day schools as an effective Jewish educational medium, 
it fails to understand the key motivating factors for non -Orthodox parents . 
Many non-Orthodox parents are certainly concerned with the quality of the 
Jewish education that their children receive but are far more concerned with 
the quality of secular education in any school they choose for their children. 
For non-Orthodox day schools to be widely accepted, they must be as good or 
better than the best private schools available in the community , including 
high academic standards and rich extracurricular opportunities. Only by 
focusing communal attention on these issues can v,e hope to significantly 
increase the proportion of youngsters receiving a day school education in our 
communities . 

OBJECTIVE 4 

RECRUITING ANO TRAINING LAY ANO PROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP WITH THE SKILL AND 
VISION NEEDED TO IMPLEMENT THESE STRATEGIC CHANGES: AN OVERARCHING PRIOR ITY 
FOR AMERICAN JEWISH EDUCATION 

Lay Leadership 

Clearly, the kind of change outlined in this paper will require new kinds of 
lay and professional leadership in Jewish education -- leadership with an 
interdisciplinary problem-solving approach and an ability to work across 
agency and institutional lines . The process of attracting the best and 
brightest lay leaders to Jewish education has already begun in many local 
communities . Internationally, the Jewish Agency's Jewish Education Committee 
has had a number of programs that have invol ved top leadership from throughout 
Israel and the Diaspora. These efforts will need to be expanded through 
Federation- sponsored local programs that bri ng together the leadership of all 
the agencies involved in the identity-building process including congregations 
and that also attract the best Federation leadership to increase the human and 
material resources available for significant change in the Jewish educational 
system . 

Professional Leadership 

It ' s also clear that no change can take place in Jewish education without 
adequate professional personnel and that even the current system is in danger 
of collapse due to a lack of experienced teachers and administrators . A shift 
to parent education , "beyond the classroom" education, and an increased 
emphasis on day school education would make new demands on our whole system of 
personnel recruitment and training and might , in fact, require a new kind of 
professional educational leadership . While a detailed examination of 
personnel issues is beyond the scope of this paper , it's clear that personnel 
recruitment and training strategies must be consistent with strategies for 
change in the Jewish educational system if either is to be effective. Thus , 
the approach to change in Jewish education outlined in this paper requires 
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personnel who are skilled in community organization, family dynamics, "beyond
the- classroom" education , and program development as well as in "traditional" 
classroom approaches . This in turn would suggest the need for a comprehensive 
system of recruitment and t r aining aimed at producing the kinds of educators 
needed to carry out this new agenda. 

In reality , the implementation of new approaches to personnel recruitment and 
training need to come "on-line" at the same time as institutionalized change 
in our system of Jewish education . The training institutions need a clear 
idea of what kinds of environments they 1 re training teachers for, while the 
new educational environments wil l be unable to function without fully trained 
staff . This will require far more thoughtful planning and coordination 
between those who train Jewish educators, Rabbis, and Jewish communal 
professionals and those who implement educational policy nationally and 
locally . 

Clearly the institutionalization of interdisciplinary and interagency models 
for change in Jewish education call for similar recruitment and training 
strategies that bring together the skills and strengths of local Bureaus of 
Jewish Education , Colleges of Jewish Studies, schools of Jewish communal 
service , religious seminaries, and the Jewish studies departments of major 
universities. These institutions clearly need to rethink the kind of training 
they provide to meet the changing needs of the educational system. At the 
same time , those seeking to institutionalize change in Jewish education need 
to recognize that change cannot take place without si~nificantly increased 
support for the local and national training and recruitment efforts needed to 
produce the personnel who can implement the new strateg ies . 

Top Educational Leadership : A Priority for Change 

Clearly the kinds of change described in this paper suggest new attention to 
planning, community organization, and program development and none of this can 
take place without new ways of thinking at the top of the Jewish educational 
enterprise . School directors and rabbis, as well as Bureau , Federation, and 
JCC directors will all need to look at their roles, their institutions and 
their communities in new ways if multi-disciplinary and interagency approaches 
are to succeed . In addition , these top personnel might need different kinds 
of training to be able to administer programs that cross traditional agency 
lines while emphasizing family education and 11 beyond the classroom" techniques 
to a much larger degree than ever before . 

Rabbis and congregational school directors for example might need new kinds of 
preparation to turn their institutions into "Gateways to Jewish Lifei' with the 
kind of intake and involvement discussed here. Religious leaders as diverse 
as Rabbi Steven Riskind and Rabbi Harold Schulweiss , for example, have shown 
that targeted , community organization approaches can succeed in widely 
different environments . If their approaches to congregational life are to 
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become the rule rather than the exception, the schools that train the top 
level of congregational professional leadership may need to reshape the type 
of training they provide. 

The Need For a Revitalized "Feeder System" for Jewish Educati onal Personnel 

While improvement in top educational leadership is vital , the current shortage 
of line personnel for classroom and "beyond the classroom" settings is also 
reaching a critical stage . Though changes in remuneration for teachers and 
educational administrators along with more full - time employment opportunities 
can help in the recruitment effor t , most of the very best in our current 
system were attracted by positive day school, youth group , camping, and 
college experiences rather than by money . It's vital to recognize that 
allowing these feeder systems to deteriorate -- as youth groups and Jewish 
camps have over the last decade - - will have disastrous consequences on the 
availability of educational personnel. The new focus on youth activities of 
all kinds described in this paper as well as an increase in non-Orthodox day 
school enrollment could therefore be an importa~t part of creating a pool of 
talented and interested Jews from which to draw future Jewish educators . 

In addition , hO\<Jever , a greater emphasis on college program and involvement 
will be essential for future recruitment efforts. Many Hillel programs fail 
to attract the "best and brightest" students and there are few organized 
attempts to reach out and involve the thousands of students who participate in 
Jewish studies programs on campuses throughout the country. 

One way of quickly adding to our reserves of current classroom and "beyond the 
classrom" personnel while at the same time involving some of the "best and 
brightest" in Jewish activity and ultimately perhaps in Jewish educational 
careers would be through outreach and recruitment activities aimed at these 
students . Communities might, for instance, consider developing scholarship 
programs that stipend carefully selected students for work in supplementary 
classrooms as well as JCCs, camps, Israel experiences, youth groups , and 
retreat programs . These programs could target students interested in careers 
in Jewish education (or with substarttial course work in Jewish studies) . 
Beyond creating work and scholarship opportunities , such programs could also 
include social activities , enrichment courses , special retreats, and Israel 
missions for these students with a view to building a sense of group cohesion 
and i ncreasing their commitment to work in the Jewish field. In this way we 
could immediately increase our pool of talented , enthusiastic, high status 
line staff while building toward a much improved pool from which to draw 
fu t ure educational leadership. This approach combined with higher pay and the 
creation of full - time community-based teaching opportunities could have a 
1ong- tenn positive impact on teacher recruitment . 
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This paper calls for a complete review of what we 've learned about Jewish 
education and Jewish identity over the last fifteen to twenty years and the 
development of community strategies aimed at institutionalizing our most 
successful experiments and program initiatives . This will require a broad 
consensus on what really works in Jewish education and a commitment to shift 
resources to those kinds of programs and methods that work best including an 
emphasis on the marginally affiliated rather than the unaffiliated ; on 
"gateways to Jewish life" rather than untargeted outreach ; and on high impact 
methods and environments like day schools , parent education and "beyond the 
classroom" techniques rather than on 1ess promising methodologies and learning 
environments. 

This is a critical moment in the history of the American Jewi sh community -- a 
time of great opportunity and great danger. It 1 s a time of widespread 
affiliation -- providing an opportunity to educate and motivate more Jews than 
ever before . But it's also a time when knowledge and commitment are so 
minimal for so many Jews that there's no way of really knowing whether the 
next generation -- a generation raised after the Holocaust and the founding of 
the State of Israel -- will continue to affiliate at the same rate as their 
parents . In truth this may be our last oportunity to make use of our current 
high level of affiliation to help assure the Jewish future. Time is short but 
the American Jewish community certainly has the resources to succeed if these 
are applied with the thoughtful intelligence and sustained commitment that 
this kind of vitally important enterprise deserves . 

BS/jaosO374: sp3 
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I. BACKGROUND 

A. Overview 

There is a widespread perception of a serious and worsening shortage 
of competent personnel at every level of the Jewish educational 
system . This issue has been identified as our central challenge in 
Jewish continuity and our success in all other areas seems to hinge 
on a successful approach to this problem. The need for personnel 
includes: 

a. Senior personnel in classroom and "beyond the classroom" 
settings and in planning positions . 

b. Judaic and Hebrew teachers for supplementary schools . 

c. Judaic and Hebrew teachers in day schools . 

d. Judaic teaching specialists in family and par ent education . 

e. Youth workers, camp personnel , retreat specialists and other 
staff for "beyond the classroom" settings. 

This shortage involves both vocational and 
has been related by some to an overarching 
Jewish education as a genuine profession. 
a recent paper : 

avocational personnel and 
need to reconstitute 
As David Ariel put it in 

"A profession is created throut extendi ng the training 
period of professionals throu~ graduate school; 
implementing a system of certification and credentials; 
expanding the knowledge which its practitioners have ; 
rewarding the effectiveness of the profess ion al through 
salary, benefi ts and career advancement; and demonstrating 
the val ue which the servi ce has to its client. The value of 
Jewish educati on is realted to the degree to which Jewish 
education is seen as able to contribute to Jewish 
continuity. " In specific terms this may relate to a 
need for : 

a. increased pay and benefits ; 
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c. better "feeder systems" at the high school and college levels to 
interest talented young Jews in these kinds of positions; 

d. scholarships and incentives for college and graduate work ; 

e . college and graduate programs in Jewish education that link 
training and community practice and offer clear career paths and 
opportunities for growth and advancement. 

B. Long- and Short-Term Planning Goals 

The realites of Jewish education - using that term in its broadest 
possible meaning and context - dictate planning goals to meet a 
variety of personnel needs for Jewish continuity . A comprehens ive 
plan must provide for both short- and long- term requirements . 
Short- term plans, which must show immediate results , are intended: 

(a) to place teachers in unstaffed or poorly staffed classrooms and 
other settings; 

(b) to help those in such settings do better what they are expected 
to do - in respect of pedagogics/methodology and in respect of 
Jewish knowledge/understanding; 

(c) to place and train a whole new group of personnel who will be 
needed to implement plans currently being made in our Task 
Forces on Parent and Family Education and on Beyond the 
Classroom Educati on each of which may well generate 
significantly increased personnel needs for: 

parent and f ami ly educators; 

retreat and youth group specialists ; 

camp personnel . 

Long- term plans are intended to recruit and provide for the 
professional development of senior personnel who will create and 
foster a climate of professionalism and excellence in Jewish 
communal service and \·1ho wi 11 attract significant numbers of "1 i ne 
workers" - teachers, group workers and the like - to high -quality 
professional development programs. Inherent to both long - and 
short- term plans is financial security which includes adequate 
salaries, appropriate pension programs, health benefits, etc., for 
Jewish professionals . 
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This presentation will discuss the elements of a comprehensive 
personnel plan which must provide for a variety of personnel 
"types" , recruitment, financially attractive environments , 
pre-service and continuing professional development and excellence 
in pedagogics , administration and Judaics . 

C. Types of Personnel 

1. Planning Personnel. America and Israel can each point to a 
handful of Jewish thinkers - some in academia, some in the field 
- who devot e all or significant parts of their time to wrestling 
with fundamental questions about the Jewish present and future . 
Most of these thinkers and planners came to their stations by 
accident and despite the absence of institutionalized and 
systematic ways to create and foster their development . This is 
a bad way to address our needs and, while we may "get by with 
it" in this generation, the increasingly complex issues of 
Jewi sh pluralism, assimilation, Americanization and the like 
require planned ways to train the thinkers and shapers of Jewish 
life . This elite cadre will have to address questions like -
What do we mean by Jewish continuity in a changing America? How 
do we most effectively draw on Jewish sources to achieve 
continuity? How can we assure continuity by assuring Jewishness? 
How can we integrate what Rosenak has called Judaism, Jewishness 
and Jewry to achieve continuity? Planners need not be the 
practitioners of education . They must identify the context i n 
which the enterprise takes place . 

2. Senior Personnel. A serious defect of many education programs 
1s their detachment from consistent, insprired and professional 
supervision . Too many schools are governed by Jewishly and 
pedagogically untrained quasi volunteers who , no mat ter that 
they are well intended , are not up to t he rigorous 
professionalism that Jewish continuity requires . Those who 
guide and inspire education progra~s and teachers through 
sustained and long- term participation , persons who aspire to 
direct schools , camps , youth groups and any programs where Jews 
of any age or of mixed ages meet , have to acquire and hone 
special skills in programs designed specifically for that 
purpose. These upper echelon , senior educators need to be 
content as wel l as administratively competent, and must be able 
to convey their abil ities, excitement and commitment to their 
staff members . Indeed , the Effective Schoo l Movement has found 
that a strong , knowledgeable , principal who knows the school's 
mission and can carry it out is a significant element in a 
successful school , a conclusion confirmed by the Association for 
Supervision and Curriculum Development ' s studies of t he 
principal as instructional leader . 
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These Senior Personnel will be t he energy sources and 
pacesetters, working with lay leaders to design and achieve 
institutional and communal continuity goals . Many of these 
Senior Personne l, now and in the immediate future, may not be 
full - time workers . Nevertheless, our expectati ons for their 
competence should be of the highest order . 

3. Avocational Personnel . Bank and Aron have adduced strong 
evidence to suport the commonly held belief that , for the most 
part , the front - line Jewish workers are not career oriented . 
Rather, they want to contribute to Jewish life on a part- time 
basis and for just several years. These classroom teachers, 
club leaders , continui ng education instructors , family learning 
facilitators, Israel trip leaders - the direct workers in 
primarily supplementary Jewish continuity programs - comprise a 
very large group . Even though they have avocational and not 
career interests , and despite the supplemental natuare of their 
work , they require suitable continuing professional development 
opportunities. It never was good enough for them to be one 
step ahead of their students ; now it is arguably disastrous . 
They need not be Jewish scholars, but they must be Jewishly 
knowledgeable . They need not be academic pedagogues, but they 
mus t know how to work with groups and how to communi cate with 
and inspire the next generation. Although they may work at 
several jobs in one agency or at several agencies, they will see 
themse lves in avocations . Yet, they are our hope for touching 
the Jewish lives of most American Jews . We have to give them 
the tools and the skil l s they need. At the · same time , as a 
matter of community policy, we should make a serious effort to 
create full - time positions in Jewish continuity . 

4. Career Personnel . Some 20-25% of Jewish student are enrolled in 
full - time programs in day schools and Jewish colleges. These 
students require teachers with high competence levels in Judaics 
and pedagogics . They need to be able to draw on a rich 
background and understanding of Jewish sources so as to 
integrate Jewish ideals and behavior s in a total learning 
experience . Though their numbers will l ikely remain relatively 
small, their potential for impact on Jewish continuity is very 
high because of the ambience in which they can prov ide daily 
sustained Jewish guidance, Jewish learning and true- to- life 
Jewish experiences . 

A comprehensive plan for personnel should not ignore any of the 
these four types for each contributes importantly to the total 
enterprise. It may be necessary, as a practical matter , to assign 
priorities to recruitment , professional development and funding for 
t he various types. However , this must be done with ful l regard to 
the impact each type of worker has on the varous learning 
populations to be served . 
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Sporadic efforts by national bodies over a period of many years have 
done little to attract personnel of any type. Local efforts -
directed primarily to identifying avocational personnel have been 
less than productive . For example, Cleveland schools in 1986 
advertised nearly two dozen vacancies as late as August . That was 
after some vacancies had already been filled by second- or 
third -choice applicants . Two schools entered the year with 
temporary arrangements for Senior Personnel . As late as October, 
some schools were still frantically seeking "warm bodies'' to assign 
to classes. In all these cases, Cleveland mirrors the national 
experience for agencies like JESNA and JWB and of denominational 
placement bodies. 

Clearly , in the short run, not much will change. However, it may be 
possible to entice Senior and Career Personnel to Cleveland's 
educational system. That will require a significant infusion of new 
dollars for salaries, pensions, health benefits and the like. 
Similarly, new dollars may help to bring a few more Avocational 
Personnel into the system, although that thesis remains to be 
tested . 

Planning Personnel issues cannot be addressed within the short term. 
It is necessary first to define the kinds of person we would wish to 
attract, develop the kinds of professional development programs that 
will achieve clearly defined goals and create a framework for the 
institutions which will be able to support that important work . 
These are all long- term issues, but we may not put off preliminary 
program development any longer. While this may best be a national 
or North American enterprise, Cleveland should lead in placing this 
high on the communal agenda. 

There are several recruitment strategies already under way similar 
to the recent Boston initiative, and at least one North American 
Conference (Br andeis, 1986) has dealt with the issue. A Council of 
Jewish Federations task force is exploring ways of recr uiting for 
service in that Jewish communal discipline . Efforts are under way 
to coordinate that process with similar, but broader-based, concerns 
of the Conference on Jewish Communal Service . The Council for 
Jewish Education and JESNA have had a joint placement program for 
many years but no recruitment program. JWB has long been an active 
recruiter for workers in the Center . But such national efforts 
cannot replace local programs designed to identify persons in local 
high schools and colleges who may someday be the front -l ine workers 
in local continuity efforts. Of course , the qualified and committed 
professionals who will come out of these professional development 
programs will need full - time positions to occupy. The community, 
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therefore, has a twin responsibility : to produce such professionals 
and to create challenging, full - time positions for them . 

A small beginning in continuing professional develpment has recently 
been made in a partnership developed between the Bureau of Jewish 
Education, the College and John Carroll University to offer a 
Masters in Jewish Educational Administration . Additionally , the 
College's recently proposed Cleveland Fellows Program can and should 
become the vehicle to recruit and develop Planning and Senior 
Personnel for the local and national scenes . 

Degree-granting programs as described above must be developed and 
nurtured. At the same time, we have to recruit, develop and reward 
local persons who, while they may not wish to pursue degree 
programs , can become significant participants in the continuity 
effort . The Bureau's Jev,ish Educator Services Program, which has 
demonstrated what can be achieved, needs to be greatly expanded, 
including the provision of suitable incentives to attract and retain 
personnel in continuing professional development activities, some of 
which also involve the College . 

E. Salaries and Benefits 

We have already alluded to the need for proper funding to recruit 
and retain first-rate personnel . This includes but is not limited 
to salaries. Most of our teachers are presently ineligible for the 
retirement plan available through the Federation or the schools 
because supplementary and, even, day school teachers do not work the 
requisite 1,000 hours a year. Part- time school directors, (more 
than half in Cleveland) are in the same circumstance . What is more , 
some full - time directors in Cleveland presently have no retirement 
benefits -- while an "average" salary figure is difficult to compute 
because of the variety of hours, diversity of training/experience 
and varying ways in which schools incl ude or exclude benefits , some 
schools have testified that they can neither attract nor retain 
teachers because salaries are so low . 

It's therefore been suggested that Federation may need to help 
schools increase compensation and provide retirement security , as 
well as medical insurance coverage for full - time teachers and 
administrators if Jewish schools are to compete with public and 
private schools and other careers in an open market for personnel . 
The issues of salaries and benefits require careful study to 
understand their real impact on the quality, recruitment, and 
retention of part- time and avocational personnel . Some have 
suggested that the environment and frustrations of Jewish education 
may actually be more significant in recruitment and retention of 
these categories than salaries and benefits . Great care must 
therefore be taken to create appropriate differential strategies for 
various personnel categories. 
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II. DATA AND INFORMATION NEEDED 

A. Current teachers by category. 

8. Salary ranges by category . 

C. Qualifications of personnel by category. 

D. Teacher shortfalls by category 1980 - 1984 - 86 
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E. Projections of future avocational teacher needs - long and short 
term. 

F. Projections of future career teacher needs - long and short term . 

G. Projections of future planner/senior administrator need - long and 
short term. 

III. ISSUES 

A. What are the di f ferences/s imilarit i es in the kinds of issues that 
affect the three major categor ies of personnel. 

1. Planner/Sen ior admini st r ator 

2. Career personnel 

3. Avocation personnel 

1. To what extent are sal ar ies a key block to recruitment retention 
i n each category? Does this vary from category to category? 

2. To what extent have supplementary schools teaching/youth work/ 
family education become avocational jobs? Is there any hope of 
recruiting sufficient career staff to affect this trend? Can 
the recruitment of a few master teachers in these categories 
train and supervise many line personnel . 

3. What should the roles of career and avocational staff be in our 
system? 

8. What can be done to generate personnel needed to deal with the 
issues currently under consideration by the other task forces . 

1. Family/Parent education personnel are virtually non-existent . 
What can be done to meet both short - and long- t erm needs. 
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2. Beyond the classroom educators of every kind are in short supply . 
What can be done to meet both short- and long-term needs. 

C. What positions , strategies need to be developed on a community-wide 
basis and which are best left to individual institutions . 

D. Can master teachers for classroom beyond the classroom and family 
education be centrally recruited, trained, and paid? Can this be 
done across Orthodox, Conservative, Reform and JCC lines or are 
individuals needed in each ideological category? If separate 
orientations are needed can technical supervision be centrally 
provided? 

E. Can we develop a community-wide educational strategy as proposed in 
the "Cleveland Fellows Program" around a masters level training 
program. This might include bringing highly skilled educational 
personnel to the community in a variety of skills areas to staff a 
masters level program in Jewish education. Masters candidates would 
learn and teach through a practicum approach bringing their skills 
to critical points in the educational system - perhaps by helping 
schools develop and plan programs or by participating in training 
avocational or even some administrative personnel in Jewish 
education. Here again key questions must be answered with regard to 
the special requirements of the branches of Judaism and of communal 
institutions like the JCC . 

F. What can be done to address the specific shortage of Judaic teachers 
for our day school system. How are the needs of our Orthodox, 
Conservative, and communal day schools different and how are they 
similar? 

BS/sls:17 
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March 26, 1987 

Mr. Morton L. Mandel 
4500 Euclid Avenue 
Cleveland, OH 44103 

Dear Mort, 

As you suggested during our last conversation, I reviewed the issues 
raised in my December 10th letter to you on the Israel Incentive 
Savings Plan (enclosed) with Professor Fox during my recent trip to 
Israel. Professor Fox indicated that he likes the general idea of 
IISP and the notion of nat ional funding and implementation through the 
Jewish Agency but suggested that a real determination would depend on 
cost. He asked me to provide some preliminary estimates. 

Based on a recent conversation with Barry Kosmin, Director of Research 
at the Council of Jewish Federations, we would calculate that there 
are approximately 82 , 000 confirmation age (15 year-old) Jewish 
children i n the U. S. today and that thi s number will decline to about 
69,000 by 1995 -- the year the f irst group of youngsters would be 
eligible to go to Israel -- assuming that the Jewish Agency approved 
this plan immediately, and that it was impl emented beginning in 
September 1988. Of the 69,000 15-year olds in 1995, about 80% or 
55,000 wi ll have received some kind of Jewish education. Assuming 
that about half of America's Jewish conmunities adopt the plan and a 
very successful recruitment effort, in those cOITITlunities that do 
participate, (a "best case" scenario) 50% of teens in participating 
corrmunities might be enrolled in the pl an. This would yield approxi 
mately 13,750 enrollees ready to go to Israel in 1995. At $280 per 
child ($40 per year, for a maximum of seven years per chi ld) this 
would mean an investment of approximately $3,850,000 by the Jewish 
Agency, which would in turn leverage approximately $3,850,000 from 
local Jewish Federations (S40 per year, for seven years, per chi ld) , 
$4,812,500 from local Jewi sh schools and synagogues ($50 per year, for 
seven years, per child) and $9,625,000 from parents ($100 per year, 
for seven years, per child ). 

While $3,850,000 a year is certainly significant (though perhaps part 
of it could be viewed as an outgrowth of the Jewish Agency grant to 
the congregational movements) I believe that a case can be made to 
support this sort of expend iture in order to assure that nearly half 
of America's Jewish teens in about half of our corrmunities actually go 
to Israel prior to beginning college. This kind of large scale travel 
might well increase teen participation in formal Jewish education and 
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youth groups; make it more likely for more youngsters to go to Israel 
for longer periods of time during their college careers; "innoculate" 
many Jewish teens to some extent against the kind of assimilation that 
is all too normal for Jewish youngsters in college; and also stir some 
additional interest in Jewish studies programs at the college level 
for many of the participants. The ultimate value of all this in terms 
of reduced assimilation and increased Jewish identity as against the 
cost of $3,850,000 per year is, I believe, the calculation that we 
need to make. · 

Mort, thanks so much for your help and support with this project and I 
look forward to discussing it with you further in the near future . 
I'll be discussing it with Seymour Fox next week. 

Barry Shra e 
Associate Director 

jlOO:BS:14 
Enclosure 
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December 10, 1986 

Mr. Morton t. Mandel . 
4500 Euclid Avenue · 
Cleveland, OH 44103 

Dear Mort: 

I'm writing to you in your capactty as chairman of the ~ish Agency's Jewish 
Education Conmittee to request ongoing funding for Cleveland's Israel 
Incentive Savings Plan {IISP) 1nd to suggest sme preliainary thoughts for 
transforming the plan from an experi11ental loc1l project into 1n ongoing 
national program. 

As chairman of the Joint Program for Jewish Education, which has providec 
seed money for this project o¥er the last six years, you already know that 
the IISP is a Cleveland initiative ai•ed at significantly increasing the 
number of youngsters participating in school.sponsored educational Israel 
exper iences. IISP uses a relatively •odest S280 per person Joint Program 
investment over a seven year p~riod to leverage over Sl600 1n other funds 
(including interest) through a unique partnership between the local 
corrr.;unity, congre9atior.s and parents. In addition to leveraging significant 
resources, th is funding mechaniS111 has the additional benefit of lever1gin~ 
institutional commitment and involvement by encouraging schools to v,e_ t 
Israel experience as an integ~~l part· of their educational program. 

Nearly all of Cleveland's congregations and other educational institutions 
are now part of the Plan which has enrolled well over 500 students. An 
overview of the plan and its results over the last five years are described 
in the enclosed evaluation. Since the JISP has established a record of 
success, it may now be timf to consider whether the plan should be developed 
on a national basis and what the role of the Jewish Agency and/or the Joint 
Program should be in the developnent and implementation of such a program. 

In this regard I'd like to suggest that it might be appropriate to consider 
shift ing the progr,m from Joint Progran •endowment funding• to •regular 
budgetary" funding and ad~inistration through the Jewish Agency. ln ~upport 
of this idea, it's important to consider a number of elements that may be 
relevant from the standpoint of ongoing fund in g and involvement by t he Jewish 
Agency. 

1. The plan is a cost effect ive wa of prOfllOt;n Israel travel and 
stren then,n Jew1sh ident 1t ,n the Di aspora -- th 1mportant Jewish 
gene~ concerns -- every 1nveste by t e 01nt ogram, everages 

aroun ·$1600 in other funding over a seven year period. More 
import1ntly, by definition every do111r invested by the Joint Program is 
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effect;ve. No money is spent on any youngster who doesn't go to Israel. 
and all money that is spent helps assure that some youngster somewhere 
will actually benefit from an Israel experience as part of his Jewish 
education. In this sense the cost of the plan is directly proportional 
to its level of success. -

2. The IISP encoura s local institutions -- schools ands a ues -- to 
promote srae trave or teens. More 1mportant y, 1t encourages 
toungsters to go on structured educational trips reconmended or planned 
~ the child's school and often including both pre- and post-tr1p 

e ucational progr5ns. Both of thse issues are of critical i•portance in 
light of the Jewish Education Conmittee's recent •Report on Educational 

3. 

#Programs in Israel.• The report notes that: •The use of organizational 
channels and word-of-mouth as the • ost effective recruitment methods 
suggests that marketing of Israel programs is primarily geared to those 
active and involved in Jewish COfflllunity life ••• of our 'interested' target 
population. however. only 13 percent had ever received information about 
Israel programs through organizations.• While this ~ay imply a need for 
some additional channels of communication with the unaffiliated. it also 
suggests that many more affiliated families and youth could be recruited 
if organizations could be persuaded to raise the priority of Israel 
trave l in their overall program. 

In addit ion, the report identified a number of characteristics of high 
quality progrcrns including: •a clear concept of educational goals; 
plann in g consonant wi th those goals; and a knowledgeable staff, under
standing of the Diaspora and the needs of Diaspora participants.• 

Clearly the Israel Incentive Savirtgs Plan makes it more likely that 
congregations and schools ~ill promote Israel travel; and that the 
experiences themselves are more likely to have •a clear concept of 
educational goals; planning consonant with those goals; and a 
knowledgeable staff. understanding of the Diaspora and the needs of 
Diaspora part icipants. " 

4. The most challenoin aspect of the plan has been the relative complexit 
o oca acr1 n1st rat 1on. Each corrnur. 1ty must come to gr1ps ~,t orms 
and contracts and conv1nce a local bank to agree to handle the many c011-
plex fiscal details. S001e of these difficulties might discourage some 
local communities from participating particularly since already over
burdene·d Bureaus of Jewish Educ at ion are frequently the 111ost logical 
local coordinating body. The development of a single national acninistra-
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tive package could make it far easier for many more local communities to 
consider participation. 

5. The Association of Reform Zionists of America (ARZA) has requested 
si nificant funds from the Jewish A nc for a number of pro;ects 
1nc u 1n aroun m1 10n per ar or 1ve ears or •short term• 
"educ at ion programs in Israel for Diaspora Jewr~. • he nat 10na 
implementation of the Israel Incentive Savingslan (perhaps through a 
prearranged partnership with interested congregational movements) could 
provide a cost effective method for providing funding in a way that uses 
Jewish Agency funds to leverage increased ccmnitment and funding for 
Israel experiences from local communities and from conte~ations. This 
would certainly help the Jewish Agency achieve its goa o encouraging 
travel and ultimately perhaps aliyah, but it would also help M.ZA achieve 
its goal of more fully involving local congregations in its important 
work. In fact, ARZA is already encouraging congregations to play a 
catalytic role in local corrmunities in developing IISP type plans. (See 
enclosed "An Israel Program from AAZA• material.) 

A national IISP would give AAZA and UAHC considerable incentive to 
encoutage as many youngsters as possible to enroll and as many congrega
tions as possible to participate in order to strengthen the identity of 
Reform youngsters and their Jewish educational experience and also to 
maximize the Jewish Agency funding they receive through·.this mechanism. 
Once aga in the structure of the plan assures that funding is proportional 
to the outreach and recruitment efforts of the participating 
organizations . 

Overall as I've indicated, I believe. _that t-his would be a good time to begin 
to consider the development o( a permanent national plan . Cleveland, 
however, will need to make a decision on its funding for IISP in the near 
term future. The extension that was so generously provided by the Joint 
Program over the summer will only take us through about June 1987. It would 
therefore be important for us to kn~ as soon as possible whether this idea •. 
has any chance of implementation in order for us to determine whether to ask 
for $280 or $560 for future participants. 

Mort, many thanks again for your ongoing help, support, and interest in this 
project . Once again, please let me kn~ if there's any way we can be helpful 
as you consider t hese suggest ions . 

Sincerely, 

Barry Shrage 
Associate Director 

BS/j aos0566: d 
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Jewish Conmnunity Federation 
of Cleveland 

EVALUATION OF THE ISRAEL INCENTIVE SAVINGS PLAN 

I. BACKGROUND 

A. Philosophical Framework 

April 1986 

A trip to Israel is part of the Cleveland Jewish conmunity's strategy 
for improving Jewish education. Central to this strategy is the idea 
that, despite the problems faced in supplementary Jewish education, 
there are Nbeyond the classroom" experiences, not conwnonly part of 
the educational process, that can significantly strengthen Jewish 
learning. A trip to Israel is an examp1e of one effective activity 
that can be even more conducive to positive Jewish education than the 
afternoon or weekend classroom itself. Many studies have indicated 
that an organized Israel experience can lead to positive behavioral 
and atti tudinal changes which deeply influence the Jewishness of the 
participant throughout his or her life. The popularity of the Israel 
mission as a campaign tool is but one indication of the power of 
carefully structured Israel experience to shape Jewish identity and 
commitment . A trip to Israel is a living Jewish experience and many 
young people, following their Israel experience, seek more Jewish 
education and feel closer to the Jewish people in general and to 
Israel in particular. 

This excellent 11 beyond the classroom" activity however is not as 
normal a part of each youngster 's Jewish education as more formal 
classroom learning. The aim of the Israel Incentive Savings Plan 
(!ISP ) is, therefore, not siJnply to encourage youngsters to partici
pate in the trip to Israel as an isolated experience as many 
currently do, but rather to connect the Israel trip wi th the 
classroom and make it as normati ve, subsidized , mandatory, and regu
lar as the other more traditional classroom learning approaches. 

B. Promoting a Trip to Israel - General Methods and Marketing Strategies 

Cleveland's marketing strategy for promoting a trip to Israel focuse$; . 
mainly on the Jewish school-aged population. This strategy was 
chosen because better than 90 percent of Clevel and's Jewish children 
receive some kind of formal Jewish education at some time during 
their childhood. Withi n this targeted population, high school 
students are the hi ghest priority for promot i ng trips to Israel. 
Many stud ies have indicated that the teenage years are crucial for 
re i nforc ing an adolescent's Jewish educational involvement. Jewish 
activity during these years is of critical importance in the develop
ment of each i ndividual' s Jewish identification. It is at this time 
when a positive Jewish experience is needed to retain Jewish young
sters within the Jewish community system and involve them in the 
Jewish community. 
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The Bureau of Jewish Education, working closely with the conrnunity 
Shaliach, plays a crucial role in promoting trips to Israel. The 
shaliach, working under the supervision of the Bureau of Jewish 
Education, allocates approximately 50 percent of his time to 
recruitment for Israel experiences. His work with high school youth 
focuses on promoting the Israel Incentive Savings Plan, while at the 
same time promoting a variety of other educational and recreational 
opportunities in Israel . The Shaliach works individually wit~ · 
schools and congregations, and his efforts ;nvolve planning meetings 
with school directors, teachers, and rabbis; meetings with parents 
and children, · and developing and conducting educational programs to 
be included as part of the school's curricul1111. He also organizes 
program fairs and coordinates the promotion of Israel Programs in 
a variety of local med i a. 

The Bureau of Jewish Education also uses a significant financial aid 
program to encourage educational Israel experiences. These funds are 
completely separate from the IISP, and are provided on the basis of 
need through an annual grant from the Federation Endowment Fund 
averagi ng S20,000 per year. The scholarship funds are also used in 
part t o supp lement and enhance the Israel Incentive Savings Plan. 

II. THE ISRAEL INCENTIVE SAVINGS PLAN 

A. General Overvi ew 
. 

Six years ago the Bureau of Jewish Educat ion in cooperation wi th the 
Jewi sh Conmuni ty Federat ion developed another funding mechanism to 
induce change in Jewish education by further promoting trips to 
Israel. Thi s Israel Incentive Savi ngs Plan (IISP), as it is called, 
is a f i nanci al partner shi p between a chi ld's family, Jewish school, 
Federation, and the Joint Program for Jewish education in Israel. 
The family and the school together contribute Sl50 a year, up to 
seven years, t o a speci al savi ngs account. This sum is matched by an 
S80 appropriat i on for up to seven years from the Endowment Fund of 
the Jewish Coornu nity Federation ($40) and the Joint Program for 
Jewish education (S40). 

It's important to stress that the purpose of the Israel Incentive I. 
Plan experiment is not to test the effectiveness of any particular 
Israel experience(or of Israel experiences in general) as an edu
cational tool. Rather, the grant is aimed at testi ng the notion that 
the Israel Incent i ve Savings Plan itself can be an effective edu
cation/marketing tool that can make a t r ip to Israel a far more 
standard part of the Jewish education of many more youngsters than 
ever before. 

The concept of saving over a peri od of years is a crucial aspect of 
this program. It allows the parent, the student, and the school to 
plan for the trip from an early age and thereby reinforces the 
concept that a trip to Israel should be a standard and regular part 
of a child's Jewish education. 
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B. Enrollment 

As of June, 1986, approximately 532 students in 21 Jewish schools are 
enrolled in the Israel Incentive Savings Plan. Approximately 128 new 
students joined the Plan this past year (among our strongest growth 
years to date), and the drop-out rate has been approximately 4.4 per
cent. Nearly every school ih the conwnunity is participating, with 
most of the largest schools contributing their share of the match. 
More importantly, participating schools serve better than 90 percent 
of the Jewish -school popul ation. 

The Israel Incentive Savings Pl an is marketed through a targeted 
approach with schools. One school in particular, Fairmount Temple, 
has been most successful in viewing the IISP as an integral part of 
that educational process a~d therefore has approximately 20 percent 
of its student population enrolled in the Israel Incentive Savings 
Plan. At the present time 11 percent of the total eligible Jewish 
school population of Clevel and is enrolled in the Israel Incentive · 
Savings Plan but we believe that the Fairmount Temple achievement 
indicates some of the potential of the program for the entire com
munity in the future. 

1985 was the first year that the students were el igible to use their 
Israel Incentive Savings Plan funds. Of the approximately 70 el igi 
ble students, ninth grade and above, 25 used their Israel Incentive 
Savings Plan funds to attend various programs in Israel, and the 
balance will retain their eligibility for the next ~everal years 
and are expected to use the funds during this time period. It should 
be noted that whil e 25 students used their IISP funds, to attend 
travel / study programs in Israel, about another 40 students received 
other financial aid to attend various programs, and around 35 went 
without any aid. This.gave us a total of approximately 100 students 
visiting Israel on various programs during the sunrner of 1985 and the 
85/86 school year. Our records indicate that i n the previous year 
only about 50-60 high school students from Cleveland attended all 
programs in Israel--this indicates some of the power of the IISP to 
significantly increase Israel travel over time. 

This coming year approximately 150 to 200 students will be eligible • 
to use their Israel Incentive Savings Plan funds to attend programs ;: 
in Israel but most of these will be in ninth grade and won ' t be using 
their savings until school - encouraged trips in 10th, 11th and 12th 
grade. Considering current enrollments and our extraordinary growth 
this past year, the pool of eligible students is expected to increase 
steadily each year. 

C. General Evaluation 

Since we have had only one season's experience of students maturing 
through the Israel Incentive Savings Plan, it is perhaps too early t o 
assess its total impact on the coornunity. Nevertheless, broad com
munity and school response continues to be very positive. Now that 
there are offi cial !ISP graduates, they as well as their parents are 
helping to promote the Plan, and we expect that over the next two to 
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three years the Plan wi ll continue to experience steady growth--an 
expectation that seems borne out by our experience over this past 
year. More importantly, the full potential still is not known since 
the program cont i nues to grow and even to increase its rate of growth 
annually. Moreover, growth •ay be even more rap1d as weTncrease our 
efforts to Nsell" schools 110re intensively on the notion that the 
Israel experience should truly be viewed as part of the educational 
curriculum. 

Overall, it's ~lear that the Plan appears to be succeed ing in 
ach ieving its primary goal--significantly increasing the n1111ber of 
youngsters part icipating in educational travel to Israel while 
help ing schools view the Israel experience as an integral part of 
each child's Jewish educational experience. 

D. Goals for the Future 

Two specif ic aspects of the Plan have been identified as areas for 
improvement and plans are under way to achieve these goals. While 
the level of participation in the program is an accompli shment in 
itself, the key goal of integrating an Israel trip into the regular 
ongoing Jewish educational program of our children is still not 
widely understood. Further implementation of the strategy wi ll 
requi re even more intensive consultation, comnunity organi zation, 
curriculum building and planning on a school-by-school basis. Our 
challenge for the future, therefore, is to develop pilot projects in 
selected schools where a trip to Israel becomes part of the total 
concept of strengthening the Jewish education of the children. With 
students starting to use their funds, schools have demonstrated a 
growing interest in their rol e in promoting Israel experiences. 
Three schools in particular, Fairmount Temple, the Temple and Temple 
Emanu El have already begun to work on developing school -sponsored 
trips to Israel. The IISP will assist these schools in promoting 
their trips to their students. 

Over the course of the past few years, we have also found that most 
parents do not think about saving for a trip to Israel until their 
children reach the Bar and Bat Mitzvah age or in junior or high 
school. This led us to believe that perhaps the program would be 
even more successful if it were marketed more intensely to parents of ~~
teen-aged and pre-teen children. To capitalize on this idea, a new · 
accelerated savings plan has been developed whereby families can con
dense seven years of savings into a mi nimum of four years• partici
pation. With this plan, parents who decide too late to take 
advantage of a seven-year plan can still earn seven years worth of 
incentives by concentrating their savings into four, five, or six 
years. The school and coomunity seven-year matches are then al so 
condensed into four, five, or six years. We expect that this plan 
wi l l also increase our enrollment over the coming years. 
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III. SUMMARY AND REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL FUNDING 

It i's generally accepted in Jewish communities throughout the world that 
many young people, following an Israel experience. seek more Jewish edu
cation and feel closer to the Jewish people in general and to Israel in 
particular. Thus, while we will be doing further research on the impact 
of the Israel experience on IISP participants, the key goal to be demon
strated through the program is its ability to increase the number of 
youngsters taking advantage of the Israel experience while getting 
schools to view I~rael travel as part of their curriculum. In this 
regard the IISP's track record of increasing the erobability of more 
students attending a study/travel trip to Israel 1s most promising. We 
therefore want to request continued Joint Program for Jewish Education 
funding for the Israel Incentive Savings Plan over the next five years 
(up to a maximum of an additional 500 enrollees) so that we can continue 
to learn from and refine this most promising model and implement the 
critical innovations described above. 

1he cost of Joint Program for Jewish Education participation at our 
current rate of up to $280 per student--to be matched by the Jewish 
Community Federation's Endowment Fund--would be $140,000 or an average of 
$28,000 per year over the next five years. 

s1s:100:3 
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SEND A KID TO ISRAEL 

As the years since Israel's Independence roll by 1 we are aware that the 
ties that bind the American and Israeli Jewish co111T1unities must be nur
tured carefully lest we cease to recognize our co111T10n roots. Yet statistics 
show that only 15% of American Jews have ever visi ted Israel. Increasingly, 
Amer ican Jews show their corrvnitment by way of the ballot and the checkbook, 
forgetting that people and cul ture must be experienced first-hand to become 
an essential part of one's value system. 

A few congregations across the country. realizing that habits learned young 
provide life-long direction, have developed concrete ways to insure that 
their children will have a chance to get to Israel to see, to do, and to 
feel. Not only are a variety of locally and nationally sponsored Israel 
study/travel programs publicized, but planning for the financial burden of 
such a program is begun early . 

Called "The Israel Incentive Plan" or "S.K.I.P. " (Send a Kid to Israel Plan), 
these programs form a unique partnership between the student and his /her 
fam i ly , the congregation , and in some cases the local Colffllunity Jewish 
Federation. The idea is to generat e savings over a number of years whict. 
will cover much of the cost of a visit to Israel. In this way, a visit to 
Israel becomes a practical reali ty and an incentive for meaningful educa
tion. Learning about Israel becomes a vital element in the overall Jewish 
education of students who are secure in knowing that they will be able to 
experience what they have learned. 

HOW THE PLAN WORKS Beginning in either the 3rd or 4th grade, each ste~ent 
enroll ed in the program makes payments t o a savings 

account set up for t his special purpose . The program usuall y runs through 
the 7th or 9th grade. Congregations co111nitted to the concept make a con
tribution and the local Federati on is asked to contribute as well . The 
exact amount of funds and number of contributing sources varies from com
munity to corrmunity. The more sources of funds, the more the savings 
account can generate without being a prohibitive burden for any one source. 

In one conmunity, a $150 contribution per child per year, from the 3rd 
grade through the 7th grade, is matched by an S80 incentive grant from the 

over 
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local Fed~ration. Each congregat ion decides for itself how the child's 
contribution is to be shared, but it is recommended that the child and 
his/her family contribute SlOO and t he congregation contribute SSO per· 
year. When placed in a passbook savi ngs account for the seven years of 
the program, $1,610 will have accumulated, plus interest . 

Cumul afi ve Cumulati ve 
Years of Family/School Coniunity Total 
Participation Contribution Appropriation Savings * 

l (3rd grade} $ 150 $ 80 s 230 
2 300 160 460 
3 450 240 690 
4 600 320 920 
5 750 •oo 1 , l 50 
6 900 480 l , 380 
7 year total $ I ,050 $ 560 $1,610 

* Pl us interest earned on the family/s chool contribution. 

In another commvnity, religious school students can enroll anytime between the 
4th and 9th grade, and the payme~ts are equally divided so as · to total 
$1,500. The amount of each payment would depend on the year i n ~hich the 
child entered the program. with 10 payments being made per year. In th is 
particul ar community, the local Federation is not involved , but t he con
gregation subsidizes the trip to Israel (the Confirmation class travel s 
together ) by contributing the ba1ance of the cost of the trip : 

4th grade 60 payments of $25 10 payments a year = $1 ,500 
5th grade 50 payments of $30 " II " = Sl ,500 
6th grade 40 payments of !37.50 .. .. II = $1,500 
7th grade 30 payments of $50 II = $1,500 
8th grade 20 payments of S75 .. .. = $1 ,500 
9th grade 10 payments of $1 50 .. " II = $1 ,500 

Each parti cipating student/family has its own savings account at an agreed
upon bank or savings association . The family may make contributions to its 
account at any time and may also make withdrawals . The interest earned on 
the savings is an important addition to the funds contributed by the other 
sources . In case of withdrawa l of any or all of the savings in the special 
account , the child becomes i neligible to receive matching funds from the 
school and comunity for the year of the withdrawal. Interest woul d con
t inue to be accrued, however. These details vary from cotrmunity t o comun
ity. 
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No matter what the plan, it is certain that the funds accumul ated will not 
cover the total cost of a 6½-7 week surrmer trip, which runs around S2,500 
!O $3,~00. Nevertheless, the savings will go a long way towards providing 
1ncent1ves for students and their families to consider an Israel experience 
by helping to bri ng f inanci al feasibility closer. Students could be en
couraged to i ncrease their portion of the contribution or to contribute for 
addit ional years to increase the tota1 savings. This is possi ble especially 
in conmunities where the children choose individual trips leaving at various 
times rather than travelling together in a congregation- sponsored trip. 

DEVELOPING THE PROJECT 

This program can be implemented in any size school or congregation. If 
your community has a centralized Jewish Board of Education, they might 
acce~t overall coordinating responsibility, making it possible for youths 
from several congregations to plan on travel ing together. This would also 
increase the chances that the local Federation will agree to be a source 
of funding . Many r~derations have Endowment funds to encourage Jewish 
Education. They als0 channel funds from the Joint Program for Jewish Edu
cation of t he State of Israel (Ministry of Education and Culture , the 
Jewish Agency for Israel, and the World Zionist Organization). These 
funds are available for any accredited Israel Study Program and should be 
given regardless of famil y affiliation . 

An administrator wil l be needed to oversee savi ngs accounts, impl ement 
record keeping ar rangements with the savi ngs association and keep families 
and other contributing sources informed. In some congregations, this job 
is undertaken by a member of the Education or Youth Department staff. In 
othe rs, expeciall y where several congregations or the whole co11111unity is 
involved , a part-time person is hired. 

A promotion committee should be created, consisting of representatives of 
the children, the family, t he congregation, and the Federation, i f they 
are involved. This committee would generate ideas to publici ze the plan 
in the congregation and community. Ongoing publicity is needed to enhance 
recruitment efforts and generate continuing excitement . 

INCORPORATING THE PROJECT IN TEMPLE ACTIVITIES 

From the time students are eligibl e to enter the program to the final pay
ment and the actual trip. students and parents become activel y involved in 
learning about Israel and planning for an eventual activi ty. When congre
gational trips are hel d i n t he Bar Mitzvah year or after Confirmati on , 
dropping out is inhibited since the children already have so much invested, 
both in money and planning. 

Students are encouraged to initi ate a series of projects through the yea rs 
in order to raise their part of the yearly contribution. Some acti vit ies 
that have been t ried are Bake Sale~ Raffie, Walkathon , Bagel Sale, and 
Car Wash. 
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It has been found that students participating in this program have increased 
enthusiasm for Jewish learning since they anticipate being able to use what 
they have learned. The learning of Hebrew becomes more than an academic 
subject when the chi ldren realize that they will have to use that language 
in the near future. · 

Returning students provide the congregation with a natural body of resources 
to help in the religious school. They can share first-hand experiences and 
in turn spur enthusiasm of younger students. Participation in NFTY groups 
and other congregational acti vities should also increase. 
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Improving the Quality of 
Our Teaching Staffs 

By Byron L. Sherwin 

On April 28. 1910, the New York Kehillah established the 
first Bureau of Jewish Education. In the yean; that followed, 
bureaus and boards of Jewish Education arose in virtually 
every major Jewish population center in the United States. 
Though none of these bureaus duplicated the New York 
Bureau, all of them emulated it . 

Dr. Samson Benderly - often called "the father of Jewish 
education in the United States" - was the first director of 
the first Bureau. His disciples - "Benderly's Boys" - helped 
to establish and to develop boards and bureaus across the 
United States. To a substantial degree, these local communal 
educational strucrures (i.e., Boards and Bureaus of Jewish 
Education). and the operating premises upon which much 
of the subsequent Jewish education in the United States was 
to be based, were the results of the efforts and of the influence 
of Benderly and of his followers. 

The "love affair'' of immigrant Jews in the early twentieth 
century with the public school system, their fanatic quest for 
Americanization through public education, and the nearly 
deified status of the public school teacher, encouraged the 
Benderly Boys to reject the viability of Jewish parocb.ial 
schools, (i.e., " Day Schools .. ), and stimulated them to 
advocate strongly the establishment of a parallel supple
mentary Jewish school system, panemed after the public 
school system. In this way, they believed, Americanization 
would be achieved while Jewish identity would be retained 
by the (immigrant or child of immigrant) srudent, i.e., accul
turation without assimilation would occur. These Jewish 
educators further believed that the status of the Jewish 
educator would be raised if his/her role were patterned after 
the "modernized," "Americanized," "professionaJJy certi
fied" and "credentialed" public school educator. In 
Benderly's words, "as the great public school system is the 
rock bottom upon which this country is rearing its instirutions, 
so we Jews must evolve here a system of Jewish education 
that shall be complementary to and harmonious with the 
public school system." Similarly, in his now classic 1920 
study, Theories of Americanizarion, Isaac Berkson (a disciple 
of Benderly) states, "The problem is to create a school system 
complementary to the public schools, correlated with them 
and yet adequate for perpetuating the life of the community 
which jt represents." 

Hebrew Teachers Colleges 
In a number of larger Jewish communities (e.g., Boston, 

Chicago, Cleveland, Baltimore, etc.) the establishment of 
boards and of bureaus was related to the founding of Hebrew 
Teachers' Colleges. These institutions of higher Jewish 

Dr. Sherwin is Viet Prtsident for Academic Affain and 
~r:son Professor of Jewish Philosophy and Mysticism at 
Spenus College of Judaica in Chicago. 

learning were expected to provid(\ pre-service professional 
training for Jewish educators and to bestoW appropriate 
credentials for teacher certification upon worthy candidates. 
These colleges were vested with the training of educators who 
would replace the European ~eder melamed with a modem 
Americanized moreh, i.e., with appropriate professional 
educational personnel for Jewish schools. These institutions 
eventually bound together to fonn the lggud Baley Midrash 
Le-Morim which developed standardized criteria for its own 
granting of accreditation to its member institutions and to their 
respective programs for the training of Jewish educators. 

In 1967, Brandeis University's Center for Contemporary~ 
Jewish Studies published an extensive co_lJection of essays ~ 
studies, edited by Oscar Janowsky, enotled, ~ Educar1on 
of ~rican Jewish 'Jeachtr:s. The majority of essays that 
comprise this volume concentrate on the past record, the then 
(1967} present programs, and the future possibilities for the 
training of Jewish educators by the various Hebrew Teac hers 
Colleges that then constituted the lggud Barei Midrash 
Le-Morim. 

Though various contributors to this volume clisagreed on 
a nwnber of issues, they did reach an apparent consensus on 
one issue. They tied the future of high quality teacher trai r.ing 
and high quality Jewish education to the furure ability of the 
Jggud schools to attract increased communal financial 
support, and to maintain and to enforce high standards in the 
pre-service academic and professional training of Jewish 
educators. In their view, the maintenance of high pre-service 
credentialing standards for Jewish educators by the lggud 
schools, would help professionalize Jewish educators,_ and, 
consequently, would inevitably improve both _the quality_ of 
Jewish educational personnel and the quality of Jewish 
education. 

Though the consensus represented by the Jaoowsky volume 
seemed reasonable enough at the time. the training programs 
for Jewish educators at the Jggud member schools changed 
radically since the publication of that book, as did those 
schools themselves. In a 1981 report commissioned by the 
lggud to examine the state of its member institutions, the 
reporter found that some member schools "have moved away 
almost entirely from teacher training programs," that other 
member schools had refocused their mission from teacher 
training to adult education, and that educational standards 
had declined substantially in their remaining teacher training 
programs. The report.er concluded that "one of the most 
imminent and most threatening challenges to the continued 
survival of the Jggud schools - especially in their valuable 
and needed role as schools for training Jewish teachers and 
educators - is their slippage away from th.e center of the 
Jewish educational enterprise." It is clear from this report 
that the virtual monopoly in the training of Jewish educators, 
once enjoyed by the Jggud member schools, has now come 
IO an end. 
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The Decline in Professional Training 

r 

The decline in the quality of the professional training of 
Jewish educators, and the correlative decline in lhe 
professional competence of Jewish educators (if only in 
subject competence). over the recent past decades, parallels 
similar conditions in American public and private secular 

leducation. A growing awareness of the decline in quality 
pervasive in American education on aJI levels has engende~ 
an almost crisis mentality in American educational circles. 
The proliferation of studies and of commission reports, with 
such ominous titles as "A Nation At Risk," reflects this state 
of mind. The specific condition of teacher training programs 
bas produced three major studies in 1985-1986: (1) the 
National.Commission for Excellence in Teacher Education"s 
report entitled "A Call for Change in Teacher Education," 
(2) the report of the Holmes Group (consisting mostly of 
deans of university colleges of education) entitled 
''Tomorrow's Teachers," and (3) the much discussed Carnegie 
Forum report entitled "A Nation Prepared: Teachers for the 
21st Century." One of the central recommendations of these 
three reports is the f\...eed to upgrade the professional standinf 
o~ by upgniilmg the pre-service professional traming 
&uc!fl'irs. For example, one of the most actively debated 

~

recommendations of the Carnegie Forum's report is that the 
B.A. in education be abolished and be replaced with a B.A. 
in the arts and sciences, and that the M.S. in education 
become the minimal prerequisite credential for the 
professional educator. 

In Jewish educational circles, espec_ially those concerned 
with the training of Jewish educators, these reports -
especiaJly, the Carnegie report - are being examined and 
discussed in terms of their possible pertinence and ap
plicability to American Jewish education in general, and to 
the future training of Jewish educators in particular. The basis 
for maintaining that these reports are relevant to jewish 
education reses upon two tacit assumptions which - as has 
been presented above - have dominated the Jewish educa-

fi tionaJ enterprise in the United States for much of the twentieth 
II century. The first of these assumptions is the acceptance of 

~ 
the public schools, on a variety of levels, as the appropriate 
model for the Jewish school. The second of these assumptions 
is that the professionalization of the Jewish educator 9.Uuld 
inevitably guarantee the high quality of Jewish education. 
Related to these two assumptions has been the correlative 
claim that the lggud schools must play the pivotal role in the 
establishment of a professional status for the Jewish educator 
by sustaining rigorous pre-service teacher training programs 
for those aspiring to become Jewish educators. However, 
despite the sustained and the longstanding acceptance of these 
assumptions and of this claim, recent and current conditions 
that have become characteristic of Jewish education in the 
United States, strongly challenge both their conceptual and 
their practical validity and their peninence. 

The longstanding attempt to model Jewish education on 
blic school education was probably ill-advised during 
nderly's time, and is certainly inadvisable today. The goal 

of Americanizing Jewish immigrants and their children in 
supplementary Jewish schools is now a moot point. In 
Benderly's time, it was a superfluous and an inappropriate 
goal for the Jewish school to undertake. As Solomon 
Schechter stated in 1912, upon his resignation from the Board 
of Directors of the Educational Alliance, " the great question 
before the Jewish community at present is not so much the 
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Americanizing of the Russian Jew as his Judaising. We have 
now quite sufficient agencies for bis Americanization." 

~

Benderly attempted to model Jewish education after public 
education at a time when the public school system worked 
well, and when the public school teacher was highly revered 
by an immigrant Jewish community. Today, neither of these 
conditions obtains. Indeed, the failure of the public school 
system has helped to strengthen the very movement in Jewish 
education that Benderly and his followers perceived to be 
undesirable, i.e .• the proliferation of Jewish parochiaJ schools, 

~

r. Day Schools. At present. more than one uarter o all 
wish children receivin a Jew1s ucauon 10 e nitecl 

tat.es, oo s. 
The program auned at patterning a supplementary Jewish 

school system after the public school system is no longer 
viable for many other reasons. One of these reasons is because 
this program assumed the professionalization of the Jewish 
educator. Within recent years. it has become increasingly 
clear that most essential characteristics of a pr.ofession are 
absent insofar as most of the Jewish educators are concerned. 
For ex.ample, long periods of professional training, 
professional autonomy, accepted and enforced standards of 
pre-service and in-service education and training, accepted 
and enforced standards of professional certification, 
compensation for full-time employment that provides an 
acceptable standard of living, community recognition of the 
value of services pe.rformed, etc., are considered basic to the 
establishment and to the development of a profession. To an 
overwhelming degree, most of these criteria do not 
characterize most American Jewish educators. 

While ~b teachers are spoken of as though they are 
professio ~ and although many of the expectations upon 
them - i.e., knowledge, pedagogic skill, personal 
commitment - imply that they are professionals, and though 
they may perceive themselves as professionals (and while 
some might indeed be professionals). they are not treated as 
pmti:ssiooals jp agy sigpjfjcagr w,v. For the most pan, their 
pre-service training is inadeouate; their co~ nsatjonis" 
embarrassinf ly iow(fringe benefits, for exampe, are almost 
non-existent , the value of the services th · 
generally not held in 1 esteem ose (students and 
parents) who receive em, and, opgQrtunities for full-time 
(";m{>k9(1;gent (even at unacceptable compensation levels) are 
sparse. For example, only ei~ht percent pf an (i.e., ap-' 
proximately. 15,000) teachers 10 ew1sh sup~lemen;ry scbools 
arg full-time (i.e., teaching more than twe ve hours a week). 
Finally, even were conditions receptive to the profession
alization of Jewish educators, the teacher training programs 
of the Jggud schools and of other institutions, might not 
currently be strong enough or appropriate to such pre-service 
professional training. 

Changes in Jewish Education 
Given present conditions, it is imperative that consider

ation of viable aJtema[j~ found with regard to the training, 
ofJewjsh ,iiikators. Before presenting some such alternatives. 
it is important to review some of the data related to the current 
"market conditions'' that impact upon the delivery of Jewish 
educational services. 

Even the most superficial review of supply and demand 
market conditions in Jewish education reflects substantial 
changes over the past twenty years (since the Janowsky 
volume was published). For example, figures for the years 



1958-1968 for children actually receiving some Jewish 
education, hold steady at about 550,000. Figures for 1986 
estimate that approximately JiU,000 children arc receiving 
some Jewish education. These data indicate a decline between 
1968 and 1986 of about 180,000 students, or one-third of 
former enrollments. These statistics indicate that approx
imately fony percent of the estimated school popuJation of 
900,000 are cu"ently receiving some Jewish education, a 
much smaUer percentage than in the 1950-s and l960's. Of 
these actual students, it has been estimated more than one
half arc not receiving an intensive enough Jewish education 
to make a difference in their later lives insofar as Jewish 
identity is concerned. Part of the reason for the decline in 
srudent £9RUlation is the " in " of erican 

umty. and a low J · te. For example, in l9iO 
Jews er e age o founeen accounted for 21.2 % of the 
American Jewish community, but only 16.2 % in 1980. In 1m, 
Jews over sixty-five acrounted for 12 % of the American 
Jewish community, and 15.5 % in 1980. 

I ~ 
• 'In the present and in the foreseeable future, 
the professionaliztuion of all Jewish educaJors 
is not possible, and may not be desirabk." 

. 

Major demographic-shifts have taken place in the American 
Jewish community during the 1m·s and 1980's. For example, 
in 1972 about half of all American Jews resided in the twelve 
cities of largest Jewish settlement, but by 1982 under one
third of all American Jews resided there. The percentage of 
American Jews living in cities of under 50,000 rose from 18 % 
in Im to 29 % in 1980, and the number of Jews in small towns 
quintupled during the same period. Hence, the geographical 
proximity of institutions at which pre-service teac~ training 
might be obtained, became increasingly remote from those 
areas (e.g., the Sun Belt) in which trained teachers were and 
are needed in increasing numbers. 

.While these demographic changes were laking place, Jewish 
f.yp.ily paaems also shifted. For CAalllplc, the di~ rate, 
the in'™1age rate. tfle number of single-~eiufimilies, 
the conversion to Ju<jaism rate, the number 1F <wo,mep wi&fl 
full-time emgjpyment, all increased. The ~iry of gyblic 
education al~ drsljoed. A combination of thesetactors has 
in1Tuenccd e dee inc in Jewish su lementa school 
enro cots an the increase m ew1s and in 
Jewisli"o. · oo enro ents. r example, estima~ 
School enrollments ave nscn from approximately 751XXJ in 
1970-1971 to approximately 105,000 in 1986. with half of 1986 
Day School enrollment being limited to the Greater New York 
area. That it may safely be assumed that Jewish parents v.ould 
not tolerate subjecting their children to secular education with 
standards for teacher training and competence ale.in to those 
presently pervasive in supplementary Jewish schools, suggests 
that most "consumers .. of these Jewish educational services 
are satisfied with the current state of affairs. 

Some Recommendations 
Assuming the accuracy of the material presented above, the 

question remains of how to address the issue of the 
recruitment and training of Jewish educators who could help 
improve the conditions that presently characterize American 
Jewish education. In this regard, the following possibilities 
arc recommended: 

1. In the present and in the foreseeable future, th~j 
ionalization of all Jewish educators is not ssib e. an 

Jll3}' not csua e. 1vcn 1s assumption. one may ma 
a dfsuncoon beiwcen those Jewish educators for whom ro-
fessio on me u g • rv1ce c ent1 g an 
tralll.Ulg) should be rcouired and those of whom it need not 
be~•· iiie basis toflhis 31sfuidion sh&tid be inlonn&I 
by a careful consideration of who the educator should be and 
of how the educator should function within a particular 
educational context. The application of this distinction to 
Jewish education as a whole might recommend, for cumple, 
that the foUowin s of Jewish educators in the following 
types of contexts s ro s1onals who possess 
appropriate academic and pro ess10nal credentials: ?1 
School prinpipals, Educatjgpal Qjregors of middle w ~
~ilt4 wmptjonal or community sch~ts. 12!Y., ScbOQJ 
Judai9 instructors, educanonal staff members of local and 
of oa1iooal I£iWish educational ij§ges. wiiii regard to these 
types of educators, some of the recommendations of the 
Carnegie repon have validity and relevance. For example, 
these educators sbouJd have a baccalaureate in Jewish 
S.m!!!£S, i.e., 10 e ewis umaru es, an , a master s eve I 
degree in Jewish education, as properand appropnate 
mini.mai pre-slrv1cc credentials. To help insure the availabilipl 
of academic and of professional training programs., .~r the 
Quring of these credentials, the following is recommended. 

a. The proliferation of Jewish Sftidies Departments 10 many 
Americail Colleges and Umvers1ocs, as wcU as e,uspng 
baccalaureate rograms 10 Juciai'~ at tlic saon er / ud 

s, e a ws1oon a ac e or m 
Judaic more e m past decades. 

. Th
0
e ggud schools, other ebrcw Colleges that were not 

members or ffie lggud, uruversity programs in Jewish 
education (e.g., Brandeis Univers1ty), should fonn a national 
~ of Jewish educaror qajping Q[9£0~S- Among iiic 
~ to be addressed by this consortium <wouJd be the 
rollowiog: curricula related to the academic and profcssjonal 3:; ot !Mh &iu,ators, market su5 demand, 
. § sources fur a national c§ijs§riju~ le io !ocaJ 
msGfuuons, a national placement service for credentialed 
~duates, ret;"onsfups with nalioriat lew1s6 orgamzation~ 
sucTia's the Union of Amcncan Hebrew Congregauons aiio 
United Synagogue in terms of training and placement of 
educators. Funhennore, a rce among consortium 
members ·n s · rams coo 
l"C911GC d11plicauon o effon and expen 1rure. r example, 
such an agreement could lead to one institution ~ ializil 
in sJ:ia1 egucatwn. ang_cnsc io tramm~ §aJ!tCfalmu 
fot ewjsh Day Schools, a third in qairun~ y educators. 
etc. S\Jch a nauonal consortium could eip strcngthen'thc 
status of local institutions, and could potentially anrac1 
funding and other support from national Jewish agencies, 
(i.e.), for scholarships, for recruitment, and for degree 
programming. The cstabli.shment of thjs CQQ§Ortium could 
~ as, wiec sm JP'@at adsJmsing and toWard impaz::mg 
Jewish S£111catj99 jg &GP;i.ai, and the trairung of Jewish 
educators in particular, on a national basis. f 
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2. The question of in-servit;-for the large numbers 
of ~ pron:ssional and volunteer educaiors could also 
S:S ressed by the consomwn. Member schools could 
implement regionalized in-service training programs in the 
form of local regional institutes. These institutes could be 
coordinated to deal with specific curricular areas and other 
concerns of grass-roots educators. Various types of certifica
tion could be granted to those who successfully complete such 
institutes. The now substantial cadre of often highly 
specialized scholars who teach Jewish studies at American 
colleges and universities - a largely untapped resource as 
far as Jewish education is concerned - may be integrated 
into this effort. 

3. AJtemative models for Jewish education ought to be 
~t m non-Jewish rehg1ous schools. The public school 

!,' perhaps never appropnate for Jewish education, might 
be replaced by models for religious education found among 
other American religious and/or ethnic groups. The ~ 
para-professionals, of volunteers, of retired teachers, etc., 
always hi' been characteristic of u Christian 
e reli 10us edu tion. Muc may 
learned from these experiences t might serve Jewish 
supplementary education (i.e., Sanday and afternoon 
schools), especially in the growing number of growing Jewish 
religious schools in towns and in small cities. 

4. ln the use of alternate models, e.g., volunteers and para
professionals, both in the present and in the fureseeable future, 
some clear determination of where such pools of potential 
teachers may be found, how they might be recruited, and what 
incentives they might require, would be helpful. Once this 
determination is made, a plan of action could be devised for 
their recruitment, training, and retention. 

5. Local ']9,WS, ~ rs and Jewish studies jnstructors, 
especially in small cities and towns, might be egcoyragedJQ 
under;,o continuing professional education studies, perhaps 
arconsoruum schools (see no. l above) to provia e training, 
for their assuming a limited role in local elementary and 
secondary Jewish education. 

6. Congregatjogs ang local community agencies (e.g. 
Jewish Comrnu.ni!i: Centers) should be encouraged to 
c~ e1ve of Jewish educaffl>n as a life-Iona process, raiher' 
than restricting concerns wtth Jewish cducafion to efementary 
level religious schools. With the graying of American Jewry, 
concerns should be given to the training and to the pro
fessional engagement of comprehensive Jewish educators 
responsible for adult education, family education, informal 
education, teenage' eclucatiorial p~ng, etc.' rattier than 
only being reipons1ble 'fur elementaryewish education. This 
would expand the m!fket for th.e employment of full-time 
erofessional lrnKiSbJUICa(Qrs. 

7. The current ~th areas in Jewish educational services, 
e.g., Day Scnools and pfu-ghools, requjre §Defjai anegg,on 
insofar as the training of qualified teachers is concerned. 
Specialized programs of training are urgently needed at 
present. The institution of such programs for this growing 
market by lggud schools, would help fill a desperate need 
and might help in the resurgence of the lggud schools 
themselves. 

8. The large numbers of individuals in the United States 
(estimated to be about 10,000 per"year and 250,000 in toto) 
convertin t J · sm offers a I of candidates -:- uniquely 
qua 1 1ed by experience and potentla y ava.i a ·1e for training 
- to address the often i nored educational needs and desires 
of c ildren of intermam 
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ing conversion. 
9. Large numbers of hi n whose 

homes are "empty nests" 1.e. their c en ha_ve grown and 
have left home), who desire some meaningful part-time 
emplOJll!eW, and who require only nominal salaries, re~ 
wh o seek part-time meaningful empl")'ment at compensaoon 
levels that will not reduce th.eir Social Security benefits or 
increase their tax liability, offer an enormous untapped ~ I 
of talent and experience that could be utiljzed in Jew~fi 
~ o. S~jaljzro trammg p~ in specific curricufur 
content areas (e.g., Jewish history, liturgy, etc.) could easily 
be devised to provide the necessary information and s.lcills 
for such individuals interested in teaching either other adults 
or children. 
· 10. lhe parent is the natural teacher of the child. Jewish 
education need not be the sole responsibility of i.ffe school. 
Interested arents ma receive in-service training as Jewish 

uca ors. Foru w1 materials prepar or e ome, 
tliese parents may serve as the most effective teachers of their 
children. Jewish education was always meant to be ~ ple
mentary educatton, i.e .• supplementary to the Rome (~ not 
!!{fe pubuc sc]Iool). _......,,,_,=-,""== """'""""" ;,.---, 

:Varying levels of commitment to quantity and quality 
with regard to Jewish ed11cation are discernible among the 
consumers of Jewish educational services. Congregational and 
communal schools often seek a common denominator which 
may be the " lowest" common denominator. However, in large 
centers of Jewish population, there may be an adequate 
nwnber of individuals who seek high quantity and high quality 
Jewish supplementary education for their children on the 
elementary and/or secondary levels. For such individuals; 
local Bureaus or Boards of Jewish Education, or even lggud 
schools, might be encouraged to establish "Lab Schools" or 
tutorin centers with · "· and com
~nsated teachers. Furthennore, it l_llight be advisable or 
local educational agencies (with local Federation Jrll!'°rt) to 
invest resources in direct-funding programs mher 10 con
sultant salaries and administrative agency costs. According 
to such a plan. either tuition-voucher or a teacher-. 
com n · r ul ilab e o s·· 
erc oying appropriately credentialed teachers. By this form 
o central funding, full-time employment may become 
possible for more teachers, the impact of Gresham's Law on 
Jewish schools might be reversed, and schools might be able 
to engage more highly qualified teachers lhan at present. The 
establishment of Lab Schools and directly funded high quality 
schools, could only serve to improve the quality of instructors, 
of instruction. and of some supplementary Jewish schools. 
This approach would not improve all schools. but it will help 
begin a reversal of the process of deterioration by improving 
some schools. 

The preceding offers only a few of the many options and 
models available to those concerned with teacher shortages, 
and with the problem of how to improve the quality of Jewish 
education in the United States in the present and in the 
foreseeable future, given the realities and the conditions that 
currently obtain. D 

Congregations a·nd local community ·"' 
agenci~s ... should_ be encou:aged to conceive_:,.;i 
of lf!W!S~ education, as a_ life•long p'!)ecess_: __ ;j 



Dear John: 

HENRY L. ZUCKER 

4500 Euclid Avenue 

Cleveland, Ohio 44103 

May 19, 1987 

Many thanks for sending us the Derek Bok article , "The Challenge 
to Schools of Education." 

I'm sure that our group will be getting into the question of 
the professionalization of teaching in the Jewish schools. 
Bok lists five categories of professionals from planners and 
policy advisors to teachers and researchers. There certainly 
is a differential approach t o how each category gets educated 
and trained. 

I look forward to seeing you on the 27th and I hope also on 
the 29th. 

Mr . John C. Colman 
4 Briar Lane 
Glencoe, IL 60022 

I 
CordJally, 

I ~ - p_ 
~~ 

" HENRY L. ZUCKER 
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3. Hope to finish campaign year with at least S92 Million. 

4. 1988 Campaign will lean heavily on triple anniversary themes of 
100 years of Ben Gurion, 20 years of reunited Jerusalem and 40 
years of State of Israel. Preparing special events around these 
themes and as result, should set campaign goal at $110 or $120 
Million. 

s. Project Renewal been very successful - twinned with some 30 
neighborhoods and raised $85 million thu s far. Planning to 
enter major Project Renewal effort in Jerusalem as joint world 
Keren Hayesod enterprise. 

* * * 

IMPLEMENTATION OF MAJOR ASSEMBLY RESOLUTIONS 

GUIDELINES COMMITTEE OF BUDGET AND FINANCE COMMITTEE , reported by 
Raymond Epstein, Chairman: 

Guidelines Committee charged to establish procedures for 
applicants for funds from The Jewish Agency; and, more 
specifically, to deal with 1986 Assembly Resolution which calls 
on "Board of Governors to carry out a thorough study of its 
programmatic relationship to all streams of Judaism and develop 
equitable guidelines for appropriate maximum involvement as soon 
as possible and to report to the 1987 Assembly." 

Progress made on broad framework (final Committee report to come 
to BOG for approval in June): 

• Agency will accept and consider proposals that are consistent 
with Jewish Agency purposes. 

• Proposals for capital funding will not be conaidered from 
regular budget. 

• All proposals will be evaluated by Budget and Finance Committee 
and considered within established budget lines. 

• Strict financial responsibility and accountability on part of 
applicant required in keeping with procedures of Ag,ency. 

Now Committee must turn its attention to specific programmatic 
goals in keeping with aims and purposes of Jewish Agency. 

ALLOCATIONS TO ZIONIST INSTITUTIONS, reported by Akiva Lewinsky, Chairman: 

Procedures for ascertaining which institutions do or do not support 
State of Israel, according to Assembly Resolution, being developed and 
implemented: 

- Include circulation of letters, first to educational institutions 
and then to all others, enclosing Assembly Resolution and asking 
for endorsement signature. If institution has reservations, 
request that they so note. If follow-up questionnaire required 
will be handled by on-site visit and interview. 
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2. Committee will continue to monitor subjects under study so that 
Comptroller ' s involvement will not end after response from 
investigated body. Committee will assume respo,nsibility to 
monitor changes agreed upon and ensure they are implemented. 

Immigration and Absorption Comptroller ' s Report discussed and 
decisions made: 

1. Certain unused buildings to be given to Amigour for management. 

2. Collection procedure for residents in Absorption Centers to be 
simplified. 

3. Maintenance of Absorption Centers to be decentralized. 

4. Principle of delegation of authority and responsibility will be 
implemented. 

Diyyur L'Oleh: Question of whether Jewish Agency should own this 
business not discussed. 

• Profitable and well run business with considerable cash on hand. 

• Over half profits derived from business of Jewish Agency per 
se -- could company stand alone if did not service Jevish 
Agency? 

• Successful and makes no demands on Agency. 

Board authorized publication of Comptroller's Report by June, 1987. 

JEWISH EDUCATION COMMITTEE, reported by Morton Mandel, Chairman: 

Inventory of educational programs within Jewish Agency, under 
direction of four professionals, indicates need for setting priorities 
in spending of $16 million now being allocated for Jewish education by 
Agency. 

Would like to see more funds for Israel Experience and Senior 
Personnel programs. Some $2 million suggested for reallocation within 
total of $16 million currently allocated. 

Undertaking evaluation of Joint Program for Jewish Education and 
Pincus Fund - both of which are grant programs operating much as 
private foundations do. 

Two new subcommittees established: Regions Subcommittee, chaired by 
Esther Leah Ritz, t o ascertain what transpires in area of Jewish 
education in regions throughout Jewish world; and Expenditures Review 
Committee , chaired by Philip Granovsky, to review money being spent by 
Jewish Agency on Jewish education on on-going basis. 

Robert Loup, Co-Chair of Israel Experience Sub-Committee reported: 

• Want to expand successful programs to attract even more than 
40,000 who presently visit Israel. 

• Want to improve programs not given high marks in research 
carried on by Annette Hochstein. 
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CAMPAIGN REPORTS 

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL, reported by Martin Stein, Chairman: 

1. 1986 Campaign: Total for Regular Campaign= $694,000,000. 
Dollar increase of $34,000,000 over 1985 Regular Campaign or 
5.2%. 

2. For Jewish A~ency Fiscal Year, ending March 31, 1986, 
transmitted $261,000,000 from Regular Campaign and $44,000,000 
from Special Campaigns to United Israel Appeal; for Fiscal Year 
ending March 31, 1987 estimate transmittal of $275,000,000 from 
Regular Campaign and $27,000,000 from Special Campaigns; for 
Fiscal year ending 1988 project allocation of $290,000,000 from 
Regular Campaign and $23,000,000 from Special Campaigns. 

3. 1987 Campaign: Total at end of January= $357.2 Million 
compared with $314.1 Million in 1986. 42% of Campaign complete 
as compared to 29% this time last year. Card for card increase 
of 13.7% and dollar gain of $43.1 Million. 

4. Figures do not tell whole story -- planning and execution of 
Campaigns account for success: increase in Campaigns account for 
quality and quantity of fund raising assistance to communities; 
improvement of UJA's visibility in communities; providing 
campaign marketing tools and p.r. materials on timely basis; 
development of comprehensive major gifts corridor through 
establishment of specific missions; work on area of leadership 
development; completion of Project Renewal commitment ($190 
Million raised in total and $30 Million in current "Renewed 
Vision" effort); and becoming stronger advocates for Jews in 
distress. 

s. Challenge facing us today is allocations. If overseas needs are 
to obtain fair, equitable share of funds must all work 
together. Allocations are due to increase but not in proportion 
to increase in overall campaign. Urge all BOG members to 
discuss with local allocations committees vital needs in Israel. 

6. Plans already underway for 1988 Campaign with well over 1,000 
people involved in preparations for 1988 efforts. Look forward 
to stronger working relationships between Federations and UJA to 
increase fund-raising capacities of communities. 

KEREN HAYESOD, reported by Mendel Kaplan, Chairman, Keren Hayesod: 

1. Income for ten months (April , 1986 through January, 1987): 
English-speaking countries ahead of last year by 15% and already 
nearly 85% of Minimal Cash Requirement Target reached. Europe 
ahead of last year by about 10% and already reached 93% of 
Minimal Cash Requirement Target. 

2. In ·general, enjoying good year and showing $10.S Million 
increase of which $6 to $7 Million will be in direct cash to 
Jewish Agency Budget and Project Renewal; 10% increase over last 
year in transfers to Agency Budgets alone. 
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• Want to conduct large-scale marketing program to inf'orm 
potential visitors of merits of Israel Experience. 

new ideas for programs also being generated but 
thoroughly studied before presented for approval. 

Mendel Kaplan. Chairman Senior Peuonnel Sub-Committee. 

• Mandate of committee to identify senior personnel required in 
entire Jewish world, in formal and informal education; to identify 
traini..ng institutions available; to create greater number of them; 
to identify areas from which can recruit senior personnel; and 
then, to suggest system whereby gap between services and needs can 
be reduced throughout Jewish world. 

• Working on three research projects simultaneously: one, 
ommunity project for 5 pilot areas where community ascertai 

~r;--d-E~~ijl.S .. -.ru:£grams to meet needs and Jew,is.h....Ag~ne r vides 
implementation of programs; two, investigate facilities 

available in Israel for training senior personnel and help increase 
their abilities to educate more students; three, investigate 
recruitment of senior personnel outside limited field of teachers 
and educational system. 

Discussion ensued regarding process of committee's deliberations, 
how concensus reached, and how priorities decided upon. Will be 
clarified for future meetings of Committee. 

As one member of BOG expressed it: ••• "There are some exciting 
opportunities and possibilities here. Any time we have change we 
have natural obstacles to change. I would certainly hope that a 
process is going to be worked out for us to be able to reach these 
exciting opportunities and overcome these obstacles.• 

* * * 

PRIME MINISTER YIJZHAK SHAMIR ADDRESSES BOG 

~: The following gives the essence of this presentation but not 
direct quotes. 

Official visit in Washington: 

- Very encouraged by discuBSwna~ both 111ith President Reagan and 
other leadsrs~ including Secretary of State George SchuZta. 

Problems of the Jewish People: 

- Met vith many different people and organizations including yordim~ 
IsraBtis 111ho have been in the U.S. a tong time -- first time 
Israeii Prime Minister ever met !Jith yordim. 

- Met ~ith Iranian community and discussed problems regarding 
their immigration to Israei as ~ell as their potential 
investments in Israel . 
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SUMMARY 

FEDERATION ALLOCATIONS TO JEWISH EDUCATION 

1982 - 1986 

October 1987 

From 1982 to 1986 Federation's allocations to Jewish Education increased by 
39.2%. 'Ihe allocations of these 81 cities increased from $44 . 3 million in 1982 
to over $61.7 million in 1986 . In that same period, allocations for all local 
purposes (exclusive of United Way grants) increased by 28. 3% . In 1982 
allocations to Jewish Education represented 26% of all local allocations; five 
years later , in 1986, it was 28.2%. (See Surrmary Table 1) 

In the large city grou~ , while allocations to Jewish Education in 1986 from 
Toronto was over $5 million and over $4 million f rom Chicago, support from New 
York reached over $11 million. In addition, allocations from Los Angeles and 
Philadelphia was over $3 million, and Baltimore, Cleveland, Miami and 
Washington, D.C. over $2 million. 

When 1986 is compared with 1985, we see an increase of 12% in allocations to 
Jewish Education - this being weighed by the large cities where there was an 
increase of 12.5%. The highest increase in allocations to Jewish Education was 
seen in the small cities - 16.8%. (See Table 2) · 

It should be noted that funds for Jewish Education earmarked for local refugees 
are not included in the allocations for Jewish Education but are included in 
the totals for refugees and total local services. This is also applicable to 
all other local fields of services . Allocations to Hillel, college youth, 
adult education, museums and the like are not included in this report under 
Jewish Education. 

When the 1986 allocations to Jewish Education by 85 communities are broken 
down, (see Table 7a), Day Schools (directly and through Bureau ) received 54.3% 
of Federation allocations to Jewish Education, or 15.3% of all local 
allocations. 

A further analysis shows the following pattern of support by these 85 
Federations (directly and through Bureau) in the field of Jewish Education for 
1986. In comparison with the breakdown of 1982, we see an increase in 1986 of 
percent allocated to Day Schools, and congregational Schools and a decrease in 
percent to other schools and institutions of higher learning. 

1982 1986 

Total Jewish Education 100 . 0 100.0 

Allocations & Subsidies to Schools 64.2 64.4 
Day Schools 51.1) 54.3) 
Congregational Schools 2.9) 4. 4) 
Other Schools 10. 1) 5.8) 

Jewish Institutions of Higher Learning 5.8 5. 5 

Services & Program:; by Bureau or COrrrnittee 28 • .5 28.0 

All Other 1. 5 2. 1 



NUMBER OF CITIES 

1982 

TOTAL LOCAL 
JEWISH EDUCATION 
Y. OF JEWISH EDUCATION 

OF TOTAL LOCAL 

~ 

TOTAL LOCAL 
JEWISH EDUCATION 
Y. OF JEWISH EDUCATION 

OF TOTAL LOCAL 

TOTAL LOCAL 
JEWISH EDUCATION 
Y. OF JEWISH EDUCATION 

OF TOTAL LOCAL 

SUMMARY - TABLE 1 
ALLOCATIONS TD JEWISH EDUCATION 

1982, 1985 AND 1986 

LAROE 
CITIES 

19 

134,600,673 
34,631,793 

25. 7 

161, 929, 527 
42,081,988 

26. 0 

169,080,27!; 
47,358,151 

28. 0 

LARGE 
INTERMEDIATE 

26 

25,967,724 
7,240,849 

27. 9 

34,586,985 
9,756, 279 

28. 2 

36_, 575, 117 
10,909,906 

29. B 

Y. CHANGE IN ALLOCATIONS< 81 CITIES> 

TOTAL LOCAL* 

1982- 1986 

.2B. 3 
39. 2 JEWISH EDUCATION 

- 2-

SHALL 
INTERMEDIATE 

20 

8,332,952 
1 , 916,639 

23. 0 

10, 37:2, 13 1 
2,619,42 1 

25. 3 

10, 859,395 
2 , 673,898 

24. 6 

1985-1986 

4 . 8 
12 . 0 

SMALL 
16 

1, B83, 875 
573,192 

30. 4 

2,254,045 
706,817 

31. 4 

2,585,597 
B25,797 

31. 9 

TOTAL 
81 

170,785, 224 
44,362,473 

26. 0 

209, 142, 688 
55, 16 4, 505 

26. 4 

2 19, 100,384 
61 ,767,752 

2B. 2 



TAULL 2 

1982 
ALLOCAIIONS TO: 

TOTAL JEWISH 
CITY LOCAL* EDUCATION 

$ • 
ATLANTA L 481. 431 590,764 
BALTIMORE 9,327,039 1, 976,390 
BERGEN COUNTY, NJ 886,269 166,300 
BOSTON 4 ,814, 7 10 1, 307,605 
CHICAGO 16,077,006 3,416,254 

CLEVELAND 4, 359,095 1,B0 7 ,207 
DENVER 1,614, 779 329,835 
DETROIT 5,074 ,742 1,275, 529 
LOS ANGELES 11, 355,527 2,590, 091 
METROWEST, NJ 4,298,664 754,553 

MIAMI 4 ,892,856 1,657, 117 
MONTREAL 6 ,813, 995 1,069, 273 
NEW YORK C ITY 38, 629, 167(a) 6 ,815, 0oo(a) 
PHILADELPHIA 6,150,064 2,533,001 
PITTSBURGH 2, 1 56,238 661, 126 

BT. LOUIS 2,408,392 528,404 
BAN FRANCISCO 4 , 589,027 1, 254 , 567 
TORONTO 6, l121, 954 4,571,555 
WABHINOTON, DC 3,549,718 1,326,422 

ALLOCATIONS TO JEWI SH EDUCATION 
1982, 1985, 1986 
LARGE CITIES 

1985 
ALLOCATIONS TO : 

TOTAL JEWI SH 
LOCAL* EDUCATI ON 

$ $ 

2, 112, 574 
9,703,788 
1, 101, 580 
5,768,083 

18,357, ;:270 

4,992,177 
1,775, 494 
6,091,801 

12,238,700 
5,405, 767 

6, 351, 704 
7, 200,000 

774, 814 
;;?, 553,247 

259,550 
1,687,296 
4,213, 274 

;;?,090, 919 
389,358 

1,339, 315 
3,111,304 

954,293 

2,396,021 
1,042,220 

1986 
ALLDCAIIONS IO: 

TOTAL JEWISH 
LOCAL* EDUCATI ON 

$ $ 

;;?,408,072 845, 111 
9,796,376 ;;?. 588,382 
1,230,630 292,250 
6,129, 425 1, 831, 0 40 

19,684 ,646 4 , 4 28,396 

5 , 413,829 2,226,284 
1,697,678 377, 888 
6, 386,779 1,376,545 

1.l, B07, B72 3,178,403 
5,266,038 1, 054,230 

7,206,415 2,487,133 
8 ,380,346 1,611 ,814 

PER CENT CHANGE 
IN ALLOCATIONS 

19B2- 1986 
TOTAL JEWI SH 
LOCAL* ED. 

62. 6 4 3 . 1 
5.0 3 1. 0 

38. 9 75. 7 
27. 3 40. 0 
22. 4 29. 6 

24. 2 23. 2 
5. 1 14. 6 

25. 9 7 . 9 
12. B 22. 7 
22. 5 39. 7 

47. 3 50. 1 
2 3 . 0 50. 7 

49, 093, 126 (a) 8,016, 9o«a) 49, 222, 245( a) 11 , 139, 6 00 (a) .?7 , 4 ~3. 4 
7, 6b1, 9.Z4 2 ,923,256 7 , 431,288 3,013,276 20. B 19. 0 
2,524 , 436 7 47,159 2 ,518,876 741 ,700 16. B 12. 2 

2,650,108 688,796 2,989,916 772,874 2 4 . 1 46. 3 
6,486,830 1,633, 750 7,420, 659 1,738, 125 61. 7 38. 5 
7,270,000 5,210, 000 7,b30, 152 5,494, 820 24. 6 20. 2 
5, 144, 165 2,050,516 5,459,033 ;;?, 160,280 53. B 62. 9 

TOTAL 19 CITIES $1 34 , 600,673 $34,631,793 $161,929,527 $42,081,988 $169,080,275 $47,358,151 25. 6 36. 7 

JEW JSH EDU'CA T ION AS 'l. OF 
TOTAL LOCAL ALLOCATIONS 25. 7 26. 0 28. 0 

-3-

PER CENT CHANGE 
IN ALLOCATIONS: 

1985-1986 
TOTAL JEWISH 
LOCAL* ED, 

14. 0 9 . l 
1.0 1. 4 

11. 7 1;;?. 6 
6 . 3 8 . 5 
7 . 2 5. 1 

8 . 4 6 . 5 
- 4 . 4 -li!. 9 

4 . 8 2 . B 
4 . 7 2. 2 

- 2.6 10. 5 

13. 5 3. 8 
16. 4 54 . 7 

0 . 3 39. 0 
- 3 . 0 3 . 1 
- 0 . 2 - o. 7 

12. 8 12 . 2 
14. 4 6. 4 

5. 0 5. 5 
6 . 1 5. 4 

~ 12. 5 



TADLE. 2 
ALLOCATIONS TO JEWI SH EDUCAT ION 

1982, 1985, 1986 
bARGE INTERMEQIAIE CITIES 

PER CENT CHANGE PER CENT CHANGE 
1982 1985 1986 IN ALLOCATIONS I N ALLOCATIONS 

ALLOCATIONS IQ: (lLbQ!:;AT JONS TO: ALbDCAIIONS TO: !9B2-1986 !985- 1986 

TOTAL JEWISH TOTAL JEWI SH TOTAL JEWI SH TOTAL JEWI SH TOTAL JEWI SH 

CIIY LOCAL• EQU!:;(lTION LOCAL* EDUCATION bOCAb* EDUCATION LOCi:!IL* ED. LOCf!b* ED. 
$ • • $ $ $ 

BRIDGEPORT 3 2 1,771 44, 500 320,984 54,000 397 , 60?' 78,737 23. b 76. 9 23. 9 4:). 8 

BUFFALO ,496, 645 281,000 650,691 374,940 708,943 396, 100 42. 7 41. 0 9. 0 5.6 

CENTRAL N. J . 781,670 201,691 954,258 240,500 960, 576 229,200 22. 9 13 . 6 0 . 7 -4. 7 

CINCI NNATI L 445, 434 326, 114 1,760, 295 364, 655 1,822,813 388,424 26. 1 19 . 1 3.6 6 . 5 

COLUMBUS, DH 1 , 025, 79B 236,048 1,301,976 293,500 1,576,009 428,784 53. b 81. 7 2 1. 0 46. 1 

DALLAS 1,835,556 91,438 2 , 466, 360 242, 920 2,444,212 2 4 0, 905 33. 2 163 . 5 - 0. 9 -0. B 

FT. LAUDERDALE 951. 1:26 151. 000 L 279, 6:31 2 1n . 168 1,463, 070 405,B53 53. a 168. a 14. 3 3b. b 

HARTFORD 1. 364 ,395 297,604 2,028,384 496, 707 1,983, 770 632, 808 45. 4 11 2 . 6 - 2. 2 27. 4 

HOUSTON 1,582,986 475,400 2,048,270 6 2 1,95 3 2,226,677 715,702 40. 7 50. 5 8 . 7 15. 1 

KANSAS CI TY, MO 1,080,853 239,670 1,149, 550 315,885 1,169, 150 322,000 B. 2 34. 4 1. 7 1. 9 

MIDDLESEX COUNTY, NA NA (696,676) ( 129, B96) (802, 005) ( 145,963) NA NA 15. 1 12. 4 

MILWAUKEE 2,210, 759 700,445 3 ,046,668 991 , 000 3 ,233,324 1,315,64 5 46. 3 87. 8 b . 1 32. 8 

MINNEAPOLIS 1, 987,542 754,228 2,657,350 1,07 7,00 1 2,797, 947 1, 111 ,060 40. 8 4 7 . 3 5 . 3 3 . 2 

NEW HAVEN 504,043 186, 113 704, 850 2 36,000 758 , 4 5 0 238,000 50. 5 27.9 7 . 6 0 . 8 

NORTH JERSEY 692,750 127,000 819, 035 103,650 926, 015 121. 550 33. 7 -4. 3 13. 1 17. 3 

NORTH SHO'RE 553,568 142,322 632, 106 160,416 651, 5 50 177. 537 17. 7 24. 7 3 . 1 10. 7 

OAKLAND B36,526 99,792 1, :237, 150 170, 0 85 1,298, 585 231,330 55. 2 131. B 5 . 0 36. 0 

ORANGE COUNTY, CA NA NA NA NA ( 363 ,546) (98, 6 16) NA NA NA NA 

PALM BEACH COUNTY 688,192 190,705 1,289,998 386, 843 1, 405,225 4 59,04 5 104. 2 140. 7 8 . 9 18. 7 

PHOENIX 1, 114, 3 46 2 13,935 1,325, 806 280, 547 1, 473,746 293,547 32. 3 37. 2 11. 2 4. 6 

RHODE ISLAND 9 14,665 326,850 1 , 181, 106 414,600 J,269,074 42B, 100 38. 7 31. 0 7. 4 3 . 3 

ROCHESTER 454,764 225,500 879,960 344,3B2 924, 22 2 343,242 103. 2 52. 2 5 . 0 -0. 3 

SAN DI EGO 935,448 231,600 1, 178, b:53 3 01 ,32:5 1 , 30:5, 5b6 328,202 39. 6 41. 7 10. 8 8 . 9 

SEATTLE 657,346 226,096 1,296,177 47 6 , 158 1,428,147 5 14, 932 117. 3 127. 7 10. 2 8 . 1 

SOUTH BROWARD 1, 121, 13 7 277,481 1,481,949 304,900 1, 566-, 345 382, 139 39. 7 37. 7 5. 7 25. 3 

SOUTHERN N. J . 5 41 ,407 165, 250 6 12,882 194,400 678, 406 193,755 25. 3 17. 2 10. 7 -0. 3 

SOUTHERN ARIZONA 368,997 69,067 582, 896 87,744 714,316 94,309 93. 6 36. 5 22. 5 7 . 5 

WINNIPEO 1,500,000 960,000 1 ,700,000 925, 000 1, 391 ,372 839,000 - 7 . 2 - 12 . 6 -1B. 2 - 9. 3 

TOTAL 26 CITI ES $25,967,724 $7,240,849 $34,586,985 $9,756,279 $36,575, 11 7 $ 10,909,906 40. 8 50. 7 5. 7 11.Ei 

JEWISH EDUCATION AS Y. OF 
TOTAL LOCAL ALLOCATIONS 27. 9 2 8 . 2 29. 8 

- 4-



fAOL[ 2 
ALLOCATIONS TO JEWISH EDUCATION 

1982, 1985, 1986 
SHALL INTERHEDJATE CIIJES 

PER CENT CHANGE PER CENT CHANGE 
1982 19B5 1986 IN ALLOCATIONS IN ALLOCATIONS 

ALLOCATIONS IQ: ALLQCAT IONS ! •; ALLOCATIONS ID: 1982-1986 l98l2- &£e6 
TOTAL JEWISH TOTAL JEWISH TOTAL JEWISH TOTAL JEWISH TOJAL JEWISH 

CIT)'. LOCAL* !iDUCA!ION bDCAL* l;;D~!;;tHIQ~ bOCAb* l;;J;1UCATION LOCAb* l,;Q. 1.0,.eL.• EQ, 
$ • • • .. $ 

ATLANTIC COUNTY 420,233 113,600 561,675 189,775 593,550 196,000 41 . 2 72. 5 5 . 7 3. 3 
CLIFTON/PASSAIC 357,380 38,625 493,720 80,750 536,050 80,750 50. 0 109. 1 8.6 
DAYTON 301,106 149,890 427, 119 176,255 456,299 185,250 51 . 5 23. 6 6 . 8 5 . 1 
DELAWARE 1181,025 69,600 222,819 61,485 271,278 62,276 49. 9 - 10. 5 21 . 7 1. 3 
INDIANAPOLIS 712,844 221,010 921,810 314,760 1,080,778 364,728 '51. 6 65.0 17.2 15. 9 

JACKSONVILLE 322,698 340,183 368,884 7,000 14. 3 8 . 4 
LOUISVILLE 573,666 204,500 695,570 188,339 693,429 143,200 20.9 -30. 0 -0.3 -24. 0 
NASHVILLE 384,497 80,587 455,955 100,012 521,169 86,896 35. 5 7 . 8 14. 3 - 13. 1 
NEW ORLEANS 799,746 105,000 995,351 148,024 1,003,224 176,32 4 25. 4 67. 9 0 . 8 19. 1 
OCEAN COUNTY. NJ 35,400 26,000 110,681 41,250 114,701 45, 250 224. 0 74. 0 3 . 6 9. 7 

PINELLAS COUNTY, 2'54, 625 (b) 27, ooo (b) 363,645 '52,000 35:2,600 41 ,900 38. 5 55. 2 -3.0 -19. 4 
RICHHOND 4167,021 52,500 6 31,629 77,850 578,550 69,030 23. 9 3 1. 5 -8. 4 - 11. 3 
ST. PAUL 698,903 237,777 982,986 375,354 948,264 379,087 35. 7 59. 4 -3. 5 1. 0 
SARASOTA-HANA TEE 132,003 4,250 127,784 4,350 150,250 3, 4150 13. B - 18. B 17.6 -20 . 7 
S TAMFORD 294,233 69,850 336,131 99,600 367,141 104,100 24.B 49.0 9.2 4 . 5 

TAMPA 235, 100 (b) 39,000 {b) 322,805 63,600 304,68:;z 59,000 29. 6 51. 3 -5.6 -7. 2 
TIDEWATER 451,066 104,519 631,149 151. 000 712,327 160,701 57. 9 53. e 12. 9 6 . 4 
TOLEDO 612,52 2 180,000 477,006 199,500 494,928 207,000 - 19. 2 15. 0 3 . 8 3 . B 
WORCESTER 616,842 139,500 721,900 JBl , 600 684,042 172,456 10. 9 23.6 - 5. 2 -5. 0 
YOUNGSTOWN 482,042 53,431 552,213 J13, 917 627,249 129,500 30. 1 142. 4 13. 6 13. 7 

TOTAL 20 CITIES $8,332,952 $1,916,639 $10,372,131 $2,619,421 $10,859,395 $2,673,8913 30. 3 39. 5 ~ .!. 1 

JEWISH EDUCATION AS 1/. OF 
TOTAL LOCAL ALLOCAT I ONS 23. 0 25. 3 24. 6 
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TADLI:: 2 

CUY 

ALTOONA 
BATON ROUOE 
BERKSHIRES 
CANTON 
Cl-ifARLESTON, SC 

EASTERN CONN. 
ERIE 
FLINT 
FORT WORTH 
MANCHESTER 

PEORIA 
PORTLAND, ME 
READINO 
SCRANTON 
SIOUX CITY 

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS 
WICHITA 
WliLKES-BARRE 

TOTAL 16 CITIES 

1982 
ALLOCATIONS TO: 

TOTAL JEWISH 
LOCAL* EDUCATION 

$ $ 

26,300 
42,550 

188,652 
197, 970(b) 
150, 120 

28,685 
38,150 
94,760 

NA 
NA 

32,920 
120,045 
134,873 
267,899 
98,266 

90, 675(b) 
48,650 

323,360 

$1,883,875 

5,500 
2,000 

67,352 
20, ooo (b) 
57,620 

16,550 
6,000 

40,000 
NA 
NA 

25,000 
79,885 
11 , 500 

113, 1 94 
23,216 

32, :,75 ( b) 

72,B00 

$573,192 

JEWISH EDUCATION AS½ OF 
TOTAL LOCAL ALLOCATIONS 30. 4 

ALLOCATIONS TO JEWJSH EDUCATION 
1982, 1985, l 986 
SMALL CIT I ES 

1985 
A'LLOCATIONS TO: 

TOTAL JEWISH 
LOCAIL* EDUCATION 

$ $ 

25,350 
70,650 

187,508 
223,535 
220,797 

51,654 
43,780 

107,213 
NA 
NA 

34,915 
141,363 
159, 5 .14 
303, 0 :11 
101,3:50 

150,170 
47,675 

385,560 

$2,254,045 

4,500 

88,798 
20,955 
92,197 

27,700 
10,000 
40,064 

NA 
NA 

2:), 110 
76,150 
13,675 

132,488 
19,835 

53,345 
8,000 

94,000 

$706,817 

31. 4 
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1986 
ALLOCATIONS TO: 

TOTAL JEWISH 
LOCAL* EDUCATION 

$ $ 

26,900 
82,180 

213,659 
238,565 
262,258 

57,850 
46,140 

137,483 
(234, 156) 

(61,345) 

36,370 
167,863 
243,175 
322, 273 

99, 1 :)1 

171,955 
51, 32:) 

428,450 

$2,585,597 

4,500 
4 ,500 

99,566 
17,820 

111 ,748 

37,800 
11,000 
39,997 

< 22, 500 > 
(23,500) 

26,200 
87,800 
4 9,025 

127,000 
17,881 

64,135 
13,825 

113,000 

$825,797 

31 . 9 

PER CENT CHANGE 
IN ALLOCATIONS 

1982- 1986 
TOTAL JEWI SH 
LOCAL* ED. 

2 . 3 
93. l 
1 3. 3 
20. 5 
74. 7 

101. 7 
20. 9 
45. 1 

NA 
NA 

10. 5 
39. 8 
80. 3 
20. 3 

0 . 9 

89. 6 
5. 5 

32. 5 

37. 2 

- 18 . 2 
125. Q 

47. 8 
- 10.9 
93.9 

128. 4 
83. 3 

NA 
NA 

4 . 8 
9 . 9 

326. 3 
12 . 2 

-23.0 

96.9 

55. 2 

44. 1 

PER CENT CHANGE 
IN ALLOCATIONS 

1985- 1986 
TOTAL JEWI SH 
LOCAL* ED. 

6 . l 
H1, 3 
13. 9 

6 . 7 
18. 8 

12. 0 
5 . 4 

28. 2 
NA 
NA 

4 .2 
18. 7 
52. 4 

6 . 4 
-2. 2 

14. 5 
7 . 7 

11. 1 

14. 7 

12. 1 
- 15.0 

21. 2 

36. 5 
10. 0 
-0 . 2 

NA 
NA 

4 .3 
1 5. 3 

258. 5 
- 4. 1 
-9. 9 

20. 2 
72. 8 
20. 2 

lb. 8 
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FOOTNOTES FOR TABLE 2 

* - Excludes United Way Grants 
( ) ~ Figures in parenthesis are not included in totals 

NA - Not Available 
(a) - Includes both funds financed by the Fund for Jewish Education, 

which is administered by the Board of Jewish Education, and 
funds from the Endowment Funds. 
Allocations earmarked for Jewish Education programs in the 
community centers, camps, and child care agencies have been 
excluded for reasons of comparability 

{b) - Data are for 1983 . 

. , 



r AULi: 3 IJ Hl:-. AI\I.JOWN OF fl:::DEIM T ION 1986 ALLOCATiONS TO JEWISH EDUCATlON UY ~ LAS!:> I Fl C/1 TION 
LARGE CITIES 

ATLANTA BALTIMORE BERGEN COUNTY, NJ POSTON CHICAGO 

TOTAL LOCAL (EXCL_. UNIT!;D WAYl 2,408,Q72 9,796,376 1,23Q,63Q 6 , 129 ,425 12, t!B4, ~46 

TOT~L JEWI SH EDUCATION 845, 11 1 2,588,382 E19~,250 1,831,040 4 14~8, 396 

PER CENT OF TOTAL LOCAL 35. 1 26.4 23. 7 29. 9 22. 5 

IQTAL IQ BUREAU OR COMMITTEE s167,431 212,f!?~ 74,000 668,246 3 , 207,ii!t!:3 

l. !}URf~U SERV I~l;S 267,431 1;!~8,41~ 7 4,000 657,Z46 1,053,~Q5 

2 . ~Ull§ll2l!;S TO SCHOOb§ 577,680 716,817 218,250 431,300 2,303, 6 79 

FEDERATION 577,680 672,360 218,250 420,800 157, 521 

!ile llURf~U 14 , 4 :Z7 10,:zoo a, 110, 1:zij 

QAY SCHOOLS 577,680 716,817 196,800 389,800 1,825, 774 

FEDERATION 577,680 672,360 196,800 379,300 82', 521 

VIA l;!UBEAU 14,457 !01 :zoo 1,743,&l~~ 

CONQREGAT IONAL SCHOOLS t, 450 500 75·, 000 

FEDERATION 1,450 500 75,, 000 

!ile B 

OTl:j!;B SCl:jOOLS 20,000 41,000 402,905 

FEDERATION 20, 000 41,000 

vu~ llUR§AU 402,2Q:Z 

3 . JEWISH I NSTITUTIONS OF 
l::!I CljEB 1.EBR~ H:!Q L 003, 150 736,494 923, 112 

FEDERATION 1,003, 150 736,494 923, 112 

V UREAU 

4 . JEWISH EDUCATION 
IPRO~BAMS IN ISRAEL 140,jzOO 

5. OTHER 5,500 7, 500( a) 

(a) Included in "VIA flureau" 

.. 
-8-
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TAIJLE 3 BRE AKOOWN OF FEDERArIUN 1986 ALLDCATr• NS TD JEW USH E OUCATJON BY t.: L ASSlt lCAl ION 
LARGE CIT I ES 

CLEVELAND DENVER DE TROIT LOS ANGELES 

IQI~L LQ~A!. <EXCL. UNITED WAY) :z, 11J, £!&19 1,6'1.7167£! 6, J§{u 279 12, 807, 87~ 

IQidb ~EHl~l:1 ED~CAT ID~ ~. il'1{.z, 9184 ** 377, f;!l;!B I• ;l7{.z, ::.!4:Z 3, 178, 4Q;l 

PER CENT OF TOTAL LOCAL 41. J 22. 3 21. 6 24. 8 
v 

IQBL, l:Q Bl.!Bli:el.! QR CQHHITT!;;!;; 2, ili{.zt !11;14 l9~,13fl 3, 178,1Q3 

I , 11!,lREtll.1 _SERVI~Ela 4ZZ113Q 1z;;1, 77£! 1,618,041 

2 . e!.llH21'21ES IQ ~Cl:JOQbS 1. 489, 193 169,165 1,376, 545 1, 560, 362 

FEDERATION 169, 165 1. 376, 545 

Vil! llUBE!?!!.1 !, 1£!2, ! 9~ 1, :Z60, 362 

DAY 1m:ioo1.:;i 1,062,592 169,165 475,880 1, 235,631 

FEDERATION 169,165 475,880 

~IA ~UBI;~!.! 11 QQi:1 ~~~ 1, 235, 63! 

!;;QN!i!REGA!IQ~Ab SCHOOLS 90,000 9 0 0,665 306,731 

FEDERATION 900, 665 

VIA BUREAU 90, 000 306,231 

Qil:lEB §Cl:10QLS 336,601 18,000 

FEDERATION 

Vil! B!,lRl;;dl.1 ;;p2, 601 18,QOQ 

3 . JEWISH INST I TUTIONS OF 
H IGHER bEARNJNO 259,661 10,435 

FEDERATION JO, 435 

Vl8 D!.!RE(!U i!59,661 

4 . JEWJ.SH EDUCATION 
ERQQBB!j5 lN l~RBgL ~1, :ZlQ ( bl 

5. OTl:iER 

** Excl udes Endowment funds made to Congrega t ional school s 
(b ) Thi s figure i ncludes $21,660 "VI A Bureau" 

-9-

HETROWEST, NJ 

:Z1~Q6,QiJ£! 

I I Q:Z4, .?i2Q 

2 0 . 0 

{.zs?r!, Zi2Q 

{.zs1E1, 7JQ 

431,500 

431. 500 

419, 500 

419,500 

12, 000 

12,000 

.. 

.. 



TAl3LI:: :J ORE.M,UIJWN OF FLOERATJON 1986 ALLOCATIONS TO JEWI SH E.DUCATlON UY 1..LAb!J!I 1.:,iTIOI~ 
LARGE CI Tl ES 

TOTAL LOCAL CEXCL. UNITED WAY> 

TOTAL JEWISH EDUCATION 

PER CENT OF TOTAL LOCAL 

TOTAL JO BUREAU OR COMMITTEE 

1. BUREAU SERVICES 

2. SUBSIDIES TO SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

PAY SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 
CONQREGATIONAL SCHOOLS 

FEDERAT ION 

VIA BUREAU 

OTHER SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

3 . JEWISH INSTITUTIONS OF 
HIGHER LEARNING 

FEDERATION 

YI A BUREAU 

4 . JEWISH EDUCATION 
PROGRAMS IN ISRAEL 

5. OTHER 

MIAMI MONTREAL 

7,206,415 8,380,346 

2,487,133 1, 61 L 814 (d) 

34. 5 19. 2 

1,187,535 1.611,814 

1. 007, 610 553,289 

1,090,549 l, 058, 525 

.L 090, 549 

1,058,525 

1,090,549 979, 175 

1. 090, 549 

979,175 

79,350 

79,350 

(e) 

( e) 

169,056 

2 19,918 (c) 

NEW YORK C ITY PHILADELPHIA 

49,222,245 7,431.288 

11 , 139. 600 (el 3,013,276 

22. b 40. 5 

11. 139,600 ( el M1,b74 

3,155,800 531,871 

7,983,800 i(e) 1, ~35, 368 

1,869,565 

7 , 983,800 65,803 

7,983,800 1,356,000 

1,356,000 

7,983, 800 

513,565 

513,565 

65,803 

65,803 

350,871 

350,871 

41,020 

154, 140 

PITTSBURGH 

2,518,876 

741. 700 

29. 4 

735,375 

735,375 

199,805 

199,805 

52,155 

52,155 

483, 415 

483,415 

6, 325 

6,325 

( c ) 
(d) 

Includes $179 , 925 "VIA Bureau" 
Thi s figure excl udes $40 , 000 for 
an emergency a 11 oca ti on. 

teacher training in the local uni versity . In 1986 $250 ,000 wds distributed lo the Day School s as 

(e) See footnote "d" in t able?. 
suppl ementary schools. 

In 19H6 the Gruss Specidl Fund was es tabli shed whi ch allocdtcu i2 ,1MO ,OOO to 0,1y Schools & 

-10-



rAOLE 3 

TOTAL LOCAL < EXCL. UNITED 

TOTAL -JEWISH EDUCATION 

PER CENT OF TOTAL LOCAL 

uHE,-.KIJlJWN OF FEOERATION 1986 ALLOCATlDNS TO JEWI S H EDUCAl l ON' IJ'( 1.LAS!:> lf-'1 -.:A rlON 
LARGE CIT I ES 

ST. LOUIS SAN FRANCI SCO TORONTO WASHINGlON, DC 

WAY) 2,989,916 7,420,659 7 , 630,152 5,459,033 

772,874 l, 738, 125 5,494,820 2,160,280 

25. 8 23. 4 72 . 0 39. 6 

TOTAL TO BUREAU OR COMMITTEE 564,849 1,003,800 5,494,820 695,752 

1. BUREAU SERVICES 534,849 903,800 649,202 695,752 

2 . eu~SIRIE§ TO ~C~QDL§ 227,525 834,325 4,797,562 1,365,503 

FEDERATION 197,525 734,325 1, 365,503 

VIA BUIREAU 30,000 100,000 4 ,797, 562 

DAY §C~OOL§ 197, 525 734, 325 4 ,730,602 1, 365,503 

FEDERATION 197, 525 734,325 1, 365.503 

VIA BUREAU 4 ,730,b02 

CQN2REGAIIQNt!!L SCHOOLS 100,000 

FEDERATION 

YIA BUREAU 100,000 

OI!:fER SCtlOOL§ 30,000 66,960 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 30,000 66,960 

3. JEWISH INSTITUTIONS OF 
l::UGHER LEARNING 10, 500 48,056 

FEDERATION 10,500 

VIA BUREAU 48,056 

4 . JEWISH EDUCATION 
PROGRAMS IN ISRAEL 99, 025 

5. OTHER 

-11 -



TABLE 3-A 

BREAKDOWN OF 1986 ALLOCATIONS 
TO JEWISH EDUCATION BY CLASSIFICATION 

FOR 19 CITIES 

LARGE CITIES 

DOLLAR 
AMOUNT 

TOTAL LOCAL (EXCL. UNITED WAY)169,080,275 

TOTAL J EWISH EDUCATION 47, 358,151 

PER CENT OF TOTAL LOCAL 28.0 

TOTAL TO BUREAU OR COMMITTEE 33, 648, 511 

1. BUREAU SERVICES 13,845,349 

.., 
c... SUBSIDIES TO SCHOOLS 29,303,023 

FEDERATION 10,016,663 

VIA BUREAU 19, 286,360 

DAY SCHOOLS 25, 706,923 

FEDERATION 7,916,913 

VIA BUREAU 17,790,010 

CONGREGATIONAL SCHOOLS 2,119, 416 

FEDERATION 1,543, 335 

VIA BUREAU 576,081 

OTHER SCHOOLS 1,476, 684 

FEDERATION 556,415 

VIA BUREAU 920, 269 

:3. J EWISH INSTITUTIONS OF 
HIGHER LEARNING 3,348,604 

FEDERATION 3,040,887 

VIA BUREAU 307,717 

4 . JEWISH EDUCATION 
PROGRAMS IN ISRAEL 474,117 (f) 

5. OTHER 387,058 (9) 

( f ) Includes $21,660 "VIA Bureau" 
(g) Includes $187,425 "VIA Bureau" 

-12-

PER ·CENT 
DISTRIBUTION 

100. 0 

29 .. 2 

61. 9 

21. 2 

40. 7 

54. 3 

16. 7 

37.6 

4 . 5 

3. 3 

1. 2 

3. 1 

1. 2 

1. 9 

7 . 1 

6 . 4 

0 . 6 

1. 0 

0 . 8 



1 AULi::: :J BR[Al(IJUWN OF F- EDERATJ0N 1986 ALLOCATIONS TD JEWISH E0UCATJDN JV (,LA!:.::. 11· ICATlDN 
LARGE INTERMEDIATE CITIES 

TOTAL LOCAL (EXCL UNITED WAY> 

TOTAL JEWISH EDUCATION 

PER CENT OF TOTAL LOCAL 

TOTAL TO BUREAU OR COMMITTEE 

1. BUREAU SERVICES 

2. SUBSIDIES TO SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

3 . 

4 . 

5. 

VIA BUREAU 

PAY SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA DUBEAU 

CONQRE0ATI0NAL SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

OTHER SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

JEWISH INSTITUTIONS 
HIGt:tER LEARtjING 

FEDERATION 

VIA URE U 

JEWISH EDUCATION 
eBo~RAt:!S I~ l~BA L 

OTHER 

OF 

BRIDGEPORT 

397,607 

78,737 

19. 8 

78,737 

78,737 

48,000 

48,000 

30,737 

30.737 

BUFFALO 

708,943 

396,100 

55. 9 

221,500 

159,500 

236,600 

174,600 

62,000 

174,600 

174, 600 

62,000 

62,000 

- 13-

CENTRAL N. J . 

9b0, 576 

229,200 

23. 9 

220,000 

220,000 

220,000 

220,000 

9,:!00 

C INC INNA TI 

L 822,813 

388,424 

21. 3 

111,231 

111, 231 

277,193 

277,193 

248,785 

248,785 

28,408 

28,408 

COLUMBUS, OH 

l,, 576,009 

428, 784 

27.2 

106,000 

51,000 

373,584 

318,584 

55,000 

192,500 

192,500 

55,000 

55,000 

126,084 

126,084 

4,200 



TADLE 3 IJ litAl,OUWN OF FEDER A Tl ON 1986 ALLOCATIONS TO JEWISH E.OUCA1 10N IJY 1.,LAS!.> Jf· l(',H ION 
LARGE INTERMEDIATE CITIES 

DALLAS FT. l,AUDERDALE HARTFORD HOUSTON KANSAS C ITV, MD 

TOTAL LOCAL <EXCL. UNITED WAY> 2,444,212 1,463,070 1,983,770 2 ,226, 677 1, 169, 150 

TOTAL JEWISH EDUCATION 240, 905 405,953 632,808 715,702 322,000 

PER CENT OF TOTAL LOCAL 9.'9 27. 7 31. 9 32. 1 27. 5 

TOTAL TO BUREAU DR COMMITTEE 905 187,353 615, 008 224,710 144,000 

BUREAU SERVICES 187,353 207,659 175,710 144, 000 

2 . 2UBSIDIES TQ S~HDDLS 240,000 165,000 402,989 490,992 178,000 

FEDERATION 240,000 165, 000 13,800 490,992 178, 000 

VIA CUREAU 389,189 

12ev l.l~HO!Jl,.la 225,000 165,000 327,400 490,992 178,000 

FEDERATION 225,000 165,000 8,800 490,992 178,000 

VIA DUREAU 318,600 

co~~BEGtH I ONAb SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

V A REAU 

Qil::lEB SCHQQl,.S 15,000 7 5,589 

FEDERATION 15,000 5,000 

VIA BUREAU 70,589 

3. JEWI SH INST lTUTI ON S OF 
HI!ill:l!iB b.EARt:!ING 4,000 

FEDERATION 4 , 000 

VA BUREAU 

4 . JEWI SH EDUCATION 
PROGRAt15 IN ISRAEL 47,500 49,000 <cl 

5 . OTHER 905 ( il ) 6,000 18,160 ( b) 

(a) Included in "VIA llureau" 
(b) Included in "VIA Bureau" 
( C) Included in "VIA Bureau" 
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I /\13LE 3 OHl:.AKOUWN OF Fl:.OERATIUN 1986 ALLOCATIUNS TO JEWISH EOUCAT ION UY CLAbb H 1LAr ION 
LARGE INTERMEDIATE CITIES 

MIDDLESEX COUNTY,NJ 

TOTAL LOCAL (EXCL. UNITED WAV> 

TOTAL JEWISH EDUCATION 

PER CENT QF TOTAL LOCAL 

TOTAL TO BUREAU OR COMMITTEE 

1. BUREAU SERVICES 

2. SUBSIDIES TO SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

YIA BUREAU 

PAX SCl::IOObS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

CONGREGATIONAL SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

OTHER SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

____ V~I~A~BUREAU 

3 . JEWISH INSTITUTIONS OF 
HIGHER LEARNING 

FEDERATION 

4 . JEWISH EDUCATION 
PROGRAMS IN ISRAEL 

5. OTHER 

( d) I nc 1 uded in "V I A Bureau" 
(e) Incl uded in "V I A Bureau" 
(f) Incl uded i n "V I A Uurcdu" 

802,005 

145,963 

18. 2 

145,9b3 

145,9b3 

130,750 

130,750 

15,213 

15,213 

!1ILWAUKEE 

3,233,324 

1,315,645 

40. 7 

420,000 

201,790 

L 002, 2 17 

895, 645 

106, 572 

930,465 

895,645 

34,820 

71. 752 

7 1. 752 

6, 228 (d) 

105,410 (e) 

- 15-

MINNEAPOLIS 

2,797,947 

1, 111 , 060 

39. 7 

L 111, 060 

1 , 111 , 060 

257,339 

257,339 

115,499 

115, 499 

738,222 

738,222 

NEW HAVEN 

758, 450 

238, 000 

31. 4 

108,000 

:78, 581 

130,000 

130,000 

130,000 

130,000 

29, 419 ( f) 

NORTH JERSEY 

926,015 

121, 550 

13. 1 

31,500 

120,500 

B9,000 

31, 500 

B9,000 

89,000 

31. 500 

31,500 

1. 050 



TADU:. 3 Ul~b\KUUWN OF FEOE~ATIDI~ 1986 ALLOCATIONS TO JEWI SH ~DUCAT ION UV l.,. ASS! ~ ICAT ION 
LARGE INTERMEDIATE CITIES 

TQTAb 1,.0CAL <EX Cb, UNITED WAY) 

TOTAL JEWISH EDUCATION 

PER CENT OF TOTAL LOCAL 

IQI8!. IQ PVRU.V OR COMMITTEE 

1. 

2 . 

BUREAU SERVICES 

SUBSIQIES IP §C~QDbS 

FEDERATION 

YIA DUBEAU 
DAY §CHOObS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

CQN2REGAIIQNA!. 

FEDERATION 

OTHER SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

SCHOQbS 

NORTH SHORE 

651, 550 

177, 537 

27. 2 

4,000 

4,000 

171, 137 

171. 137 

159, 137 

159, 137 

12,000 

12,000 

OAKLAND ORANGE 

1,298,585 

231,330 

17. B 

231,330 

182,330 

49,000 

49,000 

37,500 

37,500 

11, 500 

COUNTY, CA PALM DEACH COUNTY 

363,546 1,405,225 

98,616 459,045 

27. 1 32. 7 

75,000 147,045 

75,000 f16, 520 

11,116 337, 525 

11, 116 312,000 

25, 525 

11. 116 312,000 

11, 116 3 12,000 

2 5,525 

PHOENIX 

1,473,746 

293,547 

19. 9 

115,272 

115,272 

178,275 

178,275 

178,275 

170,275 

---~V~I~A BUREA~U><.......-------------------~1~1~•~5~0~0 _______________ --=2=5~•~5~2~5 __________ _ 

3 . JEWISH INST ITUTIONS OF 
HIGHER LEARNING 

FEDERATION 

V BUREAU 

4 . JEWISH EDUCATION 
PROGRAMS IN ISRAEL 

5. OTHER 

(g) I ncluded in "VIA Bureau" 

2, 400 

2, 400 

- 16-

12,500 

12,500 

5, QQO{gl 



TABLE 3 ORl:.AIWUWN OF Fl:.UERATIUN 1986 ALLOCATIUNS TO JEWI SH EDUCATION OY CLASSll-l CAJION 
LAROE INTERMEDIATE CITIES 

TOTAL LOCAL <EXCL. UNITED WAY> 

TOTAL JEWISH EDUCATION 

PER CENT OF TOTAL LOCAL 

TOTAL JO BUREAU OR CDHHIJJEE 

1. BUREAU SERVICES 

2 . sunsIDIES TO SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

YIA DUBEAU 

PAY SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

___ V..a...a...IA_._BUREAU 

CQN9REGAJIONAL SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VI A BUREAU 

OTHER SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

3 . JEWISH INSTITUTIONS OF 
HIGHER LEARN ING 

FEDERATION 

RHODE ISLAND 

1,269, 074 

4.!B, 100 

33. 7 

418, 000 

231,101 

179, 200 

10, 100 

169, 100 

131,200 

131,200 

26,400 

7, 100 

0 

21,600 

3,000 

18,600 

ROCHESTER SAN DIEGO SEATTLE 

924,222 1,305,566 L 428, 147 

343,242 328,202 514,932 

37. 1 25. 1 36. 1 

343,242 183,387 93,932 

17.!,097 183,387 93,932 

161, 145 144,815 421,000 

144, 8 15 421,000 

161, 145 

106,000 105,980 421,000 

105,980 421,000 

106,000 

12,055 

12 ,055 

55,145 2 6 ,780 

26,780 

55,145 

SOUTH BROWARD 

L 566, 345 

382,139 

2 4 . 4 

136,209 

136,209 

201. 377 

201,377 

149 , 0 13 

149,013 

52, 36 4 

52,364 

VI A BUREA.,_,,U:..._ ___________________________________________________ _ 

4 . JEWISH EDUCAT I ON 
PROGRAMS IN ISRAEL 

5. OTHER 

(h) Included in "VI A nureau" 
( i) Included in "V IA Oure<1u" 

1 1. 733 (h) 

10, 000 Ci\ 44,553 

-17-



lABU: 3 OHl:.MUJOWN OF 1-EDERATION 1986 ALLOCATIONS TO ,JEWISH EDUCAT JON UY 1LAS:., Jl-"I C,\T10N 
LARGE INTERMEDIATE CIT I ES 

SOUTHERN N. J. ,SOUTHERN ARIZONA 

TOTAL LOCAL <EXCL. UNITED WAY> 678,406 714,316 

TOTAL JEWISH EDUCATION 193,755 94,309 

PER CENT OF TOTAL LOCAL 28.6 13. 2 

94,309 TOT AL TO DUBEAU...;O=R"--'C._.O..,_M.,_,_M,..,,l,_,_T....:.T.=E.::E ____ ..,a1..:..9,._3,._, 7~5,._,5.,__ _____ --Jt..!.1.-=='-'----

1. BUREAU SERVICES 167,105 

2. SUBSIDIES TO SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

DAY SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

CONGREGATIONAL SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA DUREA 

OTHER SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

3. JEWISH INSTITUTIONS OF 
HIGHER LEARNING 

FEDERATION 

'V A URE U 

4. JEWISH EDUCATION 
PROQRAHS lN ISRAEL 

5 . OTHER 

(j) Included in "VIA Bureau" 
(k) Inc luded in "V IA Bureau" 
(1) Included in "V IA Bureau" 

17,400 

17,400 

9, 250 (j) 

11,832 

70,799 

70,799 

41 , 489 

. 41 , 489 

29,310 

29,310 

4, 

7. 678 (1) 

- 11}-

WINNIPEG 

1,391,372 

839,000 

60. 3 

839,000 

839,000 

839, 000 

839, 000 

El39,ooo 



TABLE 4-A 

BREAKDOWN OF 1986 ALLOCATIONS 
TO JEWISH EDUCATION BY CLASSIFICATION 

FOR 28 CITIES 

LARGE INTERMEDIATE CITIES 

DOLLAR 
AMOUNT 

TOTAL LOCAL (EXCL. UNITED WAY) 37,740,668 

TOTAL JEWISH EDUCATION 11, 154,485 

PER CENT OF TOTAL LOCAL 29. 6 

TOTAL TO BUREAU OR COMMITTEE 5,044,688 

1. BUREAU SERVICES 

2. SUBSIDIES TO SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

DAY SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

CONGREGATIONAL SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

OTHER SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

3. JEWISH INSTITUTIONS OF 
HIGHER LEARNING 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

4. JEWISH EDUCATION 
PROGRAMS IN ISRAEL 

5. OTHER 

(m) Includes $74 , 228 "VIA Bureau" 
(n) Includes $182,555 "VIA Bureau" 

2 , 811, 675 

7,937,224 

5 , 978,394 

1,958,830 

6,299, 541 

4,790,932 

1,508,609 

295, 919 

149,867 

146,052 

1, 341, 764 

1,037,595 

304,169 

36, 300 

18,900 

17,400 

166, 281 (m) 

203,005 (n) 

- 19-

PER CENT 
DISTRIBUTION 

100. 0 

25. 2 

71. 2 

56. 5 

2. 7 

12. 0 

0 . 3 

1. 5 

1. 8 

53. 6 

17.6 

43. 0 

13. 5 

1. 3 

1. 3 

9 . 3 

2. 7 

0.2 

0. 2 

' . ' . 



TABLE 3 UREAKIIOWN OF FEDERATION 1986 ALLOCATIONS TO JEWI SH EDUCATION bY Cl ASbIFl CATTON 
SMALL INTERMEDIATE CITIES 

TOTAL bPCAL , <EXCb, UNITED WAY ) 

TOTAL JEWISH EDUCATION 

PER CENT OF TOTAL LOCAL 

TOTAL TO BUREAU OR COMMITTEE 

1. BUREAU SERVICES 

2. SUBSIDIES TO SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

DAV SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

ATLANTIC COUNTY 

;i,93,. 550 

196,000 

33. 0 

73,000 

1B5, 000 

123,000 

62,000 

123,000 

123,000 

CLIFTON/PASSAIC 

536,050 

80,750 

15. 1 

B0,750 

80,750 

70, 250 

70,250 

DAYJ• N 

45b,299 

185,250 

40. 6 

11b, 7'50 

11 6,750 

68,500 

6B,500 

68,500 

68,500 

DELAWARE 

271,278 

62,276 

23. 0 

61. 320 

61, 320 

33,500 

33,500 

IND IANAPOLIS 

1,080,778 

36 4 ,728 

33. 7 

310,000 

310,000 

54 ,728 

54,728 

54 ,728 

54, 72B 

VIA BUREAU _______________________ _________________ _ _ _ _ __________ _ 

CONGREGATIONAL SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

V 

OTHER SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA DUREAU 

3. JEWI SH INSTITUTIONS OF 
HI GHER LEARNING 

FEDERATION 

V EAU 

4. JEWISH EDUCATION 
PROGRAMS IN ISRAEL 

5. OTHER 

(a) Included in "VIA BureauM 

62,000 

62, 00 

11, ooo Cal 

6 , 000 

6,000 

4,500 

4,500 

27, ·020 

27,820 

956 

-20-

.. 



TAIJLI: 3 Ulfr.AKLJUWN OF FEDERATIUN 1986 ALLOCATIONS TO JEWISH EDUCATJON uY tl.AS~ lf-J CA'fION 
SMALL INTERMEDIATE CIT IES 

JACKSONVllLE LOUISVILLE 

TOTAL LOCAL <EXCL. UNITED WAY ) 368,884 693,429 

TOTAL JEWISH EDUCATION 7,000 143,200 

PER CENT OF TOTAL LOCAL 1. 9 20. 7 

TOTAL TO BUREAU OR COMMITTEE 122, 000 

1. BUREAU SEnRiV.LICkJE!c.JS,!_ ____________ .;__ _____ _ur..lll,.L~:Ji!._---1,?.!,000 

2. SUBSIDIES TO SCHOOLS 

3 . 

4 . 

5 . 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

DAY SCHOOLS 
FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 
CONOREOATIONAL SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

YIA BUREAU 

OTHER SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VI BUREA 

J EWISH INSTITUTIONS 
HIGHER LEARNING 

FEDERATION 

V 

JEWISH EDUCATION 
PROGRAMS IN I SRAEL 

OTHER 

OF 

21. 200 

21,200 

21. 200 

21,200 

7,000 

-21-

NASHVILLE NEW ORLEANS 

521, 169 L 003, 224 

86,896 176,324 

16. 7 17. b 

86,896 97,439 

36,896 

50,000 176,324 

78,885 

50,000 97, 439 

50,000 78,885 

78,885 

50,000 

97,439 

97,439 

OCEAN COUNTY, NJ 

114, 701 

45, 250 

39. 5 

45,250 

45,250 

40,500 

40,500 

4 , 750 

4,750 

.. 

\ 



fABLE ::S 1.lr<l: Af\lJUWN OF FEJJERATJON 1986 ALLOCA-1 IONS TO JEWI SH EDUCAT JUN I.JV (,Lf~~;t; JJ ICAl ION 
SMALL INTERMEDIATE CITIES 

PINELbAS COUNTY, FL RICHMOND ST. PAUL HARASOTA- MANATEE STAMFORD 

TOTAL LOCAL <EXC~L"'-'-. _U~N~l~T~E~D"-.!W~AiYw>'------"'3~5~2w,6~0~0"-----------"5~7~8~,~5~5~0 ______ ~9~4~8~,~2~6~4---------'-'15~0~,~2~5~0<-------~3~b~7w,~1~4~1'---

TDTAL JEWISH EDUCATION 41. 900 69,030 379, 0137 3,450 104, 100 

PER CENT OF TOTAL LOCAL 

TOTAL TD BUREAU OR COMMITTEE 

1. BUREAU SERVICES 

2 . SUBSIDIES TO SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

11.9 11. 9 40. 0 

41. 500 

41. 500 

69,030 

69,030 

366, 469 

366,469 

2 . 3 

3,450 

3,450 

28. 4 

3,000 

3,000 

101 ,000 

101. 000 

YIA BUREA~------------------------------------------------------

DAY SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA DURE 

CONGREGATIONAL SCHOOLS 

FEDER A TI ON 

V 

OTHER SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

V BUREAU 

3. JEWISH INSTITUTIONS OF 
HIGHER LEARNING 

FEDERATION 

4 1,500 69,030 17, 480 

41, :mo 69,030 17, 480 

348,989 

348,989 

3,450 

3,450 

95,000 

95,000 

6,000 

b,000 

100 

100 

VIA BU~:uUL------- ---------==-----------------------------------------

4. JEWISH EDUCATION 
PROGRAMS IN I SRAEL 

5. OTHER 400 

12,618 

-22-



TAfJI.I~ :.i Ul<t::l',kUOWN Of FEDERATION 

TAMPA 

TOTAL LOCAL (EXCL. UNITED WAY> 304,682 

TOTAL JEWISH EDUCATION 59,000 

PER CENT OF TOTAL LOCAL 19. 4 

TOTAL JO BUREAU OR COMMITTEE 

1, BUREAU SERVICES 

2. auBelDIEa IC §Ct:IOOL§ 55,000 

FEDERATION 55,000 

VIA BUREAU 

12AY E!CHODLe 55,000 

FEDERATION 55,000 

YIA BUREAU 

C• t:12BE2AHQNAL SC!:IDOLS 

FEDERATION 

VI a AU 

OTHER sr:a:!QQL.fi 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

3. .JEWISH INSTITUTIONS OF 
1:HGtJER L,EARf!IHjG 

FEDERATION 

VIA 13UREAU 

4 . JEWISH EDUCATION 
!fBQ~BAH:-:Z IN ISRAEL 4,000 

5 . OTHER 

(b) Inc l uded in "VIA Bur eau" 

1986 ALLOCATIONS TO JEWI SH EDUCATJON 13 Y 
SMALL INTERMEDIATE CITIES 

TIDEWATER TOLEDO 

712,327 494,928 

160,701 207,000 

22. 6 41. 8 

25',888 207,000 

25,888 8,280 

134,813 186,300 

134,813 

186,300 

114,000 124,200 

114,000 

124,200 

20,813 62,100 

20,813 

62, 100 

12,420 { bl 

-23-

,,LASS Jl- l CA TIDN 

WORCESTER 

684,042 

172,456 

25.2 

172,456 

172, 4 56 

120,090 

120,090 

52,366 

52, 366 

YOUNGSTOWN 

627,249 

12'9, 500 

20. 6 

53,000 

53,000 

76,500 

76,500 

45,500 

45,500 

31.000 

31.000 



• " I ,. 

TABLE 5-A 

BREAKDOWN OF 1986 ALLOCATIONS 
TO JEWISH EDUCATION BY CLASSIFICATION 

FOR 20 CITIES 

SMALL INTERMEDIATE CITIES 

DOLLAR 
AMOUNT 

TOTAL LOCAL ( EXCL. UNITED WAY) 10,859,395 

TOTAL JEWISH EDUCATION 2,673,898 

PER CENT OF TOTAL LOCAL 24. 6 

TOTAL TO BUREAU OR COMMITTEE 1,094,973 

1. BUREAU SERVICES 

2. SUBSIDIES TO SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

DAY SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

CONGREGATIONAL SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

OTHER SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

3. JEWISH INSTITUTIONS OF 
HIGHER LEARNING 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

4. JEWISH EDUCATION 
PROGRAMS IN ISRAEL 

5. OTHER 

675,814 

1,949, 590 

1, 553,851 

395,739 

1,222,363 

1,048,163 

174,200 

142,639 

45, 200 

97,439 

584, 588 

460,488 

124,100 

100 

100 

47,038 (c) 

1,356 

(c) I ncludes $23 , 420 "VIA Bureau" 

-24-

PER CENT 
DISTRIBUTION 

100. 0 

25. 3 

72. 9 

45. 7 

5. 3 

21. 9 

58. 1 

14. B 

39. 2 

6. 5 

1. 7 

3 . 6 

17. 2 

4 . 6 

- 0. 0 

- 0. 0 

1. 8 

0 . 1 



TABLE 3 Ur<EAI\UOWN OF FEDERATION 1986 ALLOCATIONS TO JEWI SH EDUCAT 10111 u'r' 1.,LASS!FLC,~ rIDN 
SMALL CITIES 

TOTAL LOCAL <EXCL UNITED WAY> 

TOTAL JEWISH EDUCATI ON 

PER CENT OF TOTAL LOCAL 

TOTAL TO BUREAU OR COMMITTEE 

J. BUREAU SERVICES 

2. SUBSIDIES TO SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

3. 

4 . 

5 . 

DAY SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

II 

CONGREGATIONAL SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

OTHER SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VA BU EAU 

JEWISH INSTITUTIONS OF 
HI GHER LEAR!HN9 

FEDERATION 

VA BUREAU 

JEWISH EDUCATION 
PRO~B~H§; IN I SRAEL 

OTHER 

ALTOONA 

26,900 

4 ,500 

16. 7 

4,500 

4,500 

4,500 

4,500 

BATON ROUGE 

82, 180 

4 ,500 

5 . 5 

4 ,500 

-25-

BERKSHIRES 

213,659 

99,566 

46. 6 

92, 816 

92,816 

92, 816 

92,816 

6,750 

C1~NTON 

238,565 

17,820 

7. 5 

1,500 

: t. 500 

16,320 

16,320 

16,320 

16,320 

CHARLESTON, SC 

262,25B 

111. 748 

42. 6 

111. 748 

111 , 748 

96,000 

96,000 

4 ,000 

4 ,000 

11. 748 

11. 748 



TABU. 3 IJIH:.AhUOWN OF FEDERATION 1986 ALLOCATIONS TO JEWI SH EDUCATION i, Y C,.AGS ll'J CA I ION 
SMALL CIT I ES 

TOTAL LOCAL <EXCL. UNITED WAY> 

TOTAL ✓EHISH EDUCATION 

PER CENT OF TOTAL LOCAL 

TOTAL TO BUREAU OR COMMITTEE 

1, BUREAU SERVICES 

2 . SUBSIDIES TO SCHOOLS 

FEDERATIOIN 

VIA DUREA'U 

DAY SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

V 

CONGREGATIONAL SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VI DURE U 

OTHER SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

3. JEWISH INSTITUTIONS OF 
HIGHER LEARNING 

FEDERATION 

V A 

4. J 1EWISH EDUCATION 
PROGRAMS IN ISRAEL 

5. OTHER 

EASTERN CONN. 

57,850 

37,800 

65. 3 

37,800 

37,800 

35,700 

35,700 

2,100 

2,100 

FORT WORTH 

46,140 137, 483 234,156 

11. 000 39,997 22,500 

23. 8 29. 1 9. 6 

10, 000 39,997 22,500 

10,000 39,997 22,500 

22,500 

22,500 

39,997 

39,997 

10,000 

10,000 

1,000 

-26-

. .. 

MANCHESTER 

61,345 

23,500 

38.3 

23,500 

23,500 

23,500 

23,500 

23,500 



TAULE 3 lll<CAKVUWN OF FCllERATION 1986 ALLOCATIONS TO JE.WlSH 1:.UVCAfJUN 1JY \LASSJf- lCATlON 
SMALL CIT I ES 

TOTAL LOCAL <EXCL. UNITED WAY) 

TOTAL JEWISH EDUCATION 

PER CENT OF TOTAL LOCAL 

TOTAL TO BUREAU OR COMMITTEE 

1, BUREAU SERVICES 

2. SUBSIDIES TO SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

3 . 

4. 

5. 

DAY SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

CONOREOATIONAL SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

OTHER SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

JEWISH INSTJTUTIONS 
HIGHl;;R LEARNING 

FEDERATION 

V UREAU 

JEWISH EDUCAT ION 
PROGRAMS IN lSRAEL 

OTHER 

OF 

PEOR1A PORTLAND, ME 

36,370 167,863 

26, 200 87,800 

72. 0 52. 3 

25,000 87,800 

:25, 000 87,800 

25,000 30,000 

25,000 30,000 

3,800 

3,800 

54,000 

54,000 

1,200 

-27-

READlNG 

243,175 

49,025 

20. 2 

44,000 

44,000 

3,000 

3,000 

41. 000 

41.000 

5,025 

SCRANTON 

322,273 

127,000 

39, 4 

127,000 

127,000 

127,000 

127,000 

SIOUX CITY 

99, 151 

17,881 

18. 0 

17, 881 

17,881 

17, BBi 

17,881 



, 

., 

TAULt 3 UkEMU>UWN OF FEDERATIOI\I 1986 ALLOCATIONS TO J EWI SH EDUC/\1 iON J V 1 . .1~~;~, ll-"l C,1T1 D1\j 
SMALL C IT I ES 

TOTAL LOCAL (EXCL. UNITED WAY> 

TOTAL JEWISH EDUCATION 

PER CENT OF TOTAL LOCAL 

TOTAL TO BUREAU OR COHMITTEE 

1, BUREAU SERVICES 

2 . SUBSIDIES TO SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

DAY SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS 

17 1. 955 

64,135 

37. 3 

56,i285 

56, 285 

7,850 

7,850 

7,850 

7,850 

WI CHITA 

51, 325 

J3, 825 

26. 9 

11. 000 

11,000 

7,000 

7,000 

WILKES-BARHE 

428,450 

113,000 

26. 4 

113,000 

113,000 

113, 000 

113,000 

• 

YIA BUREAV, ___ _ _ ______ ______ ______________ ___ _ ______________ _ 

3 . 

4 . 

5 . 

CONGREGATI ONAL SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

YlA DUREAU 

OTHER SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA u AU 

JEWISH INSTITUTIONS 
HI GHER LE'.ABNI!:':!G 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

JEWISH EDUCAT ION 
PROGRAMS IN ISRAEL 

OTHER 

OF 

4,000 

4 , 000 

2 , 825 

- 28-



TABLE 6-A 

BREAKDOWN OF 1986 ALLOCATIONS 
TO JEWISH EDUCATION BY CLASSIFICATION 

FOR 18 C.ITIES 

SMALL CITIES 

DOLLAR 
AMOUNT 

TOTAL LOCAL ( EXCL. UNITED WAY) 2, 881 ,098 

TOTAL J EWISH EDUCATION 

PER CENT OF TOTAL LOCAL 

TOTAL TO BUREAU OR COMMITTEE 

1. BUREAU SERVI CES 

2 . SUBSIDIES TO SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

DAY SCHOOLS 

FEDERATI ON 

VIA BUREAU 

CONGREGATIONAL SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

OTHER SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

3. JEWISH INSTITUTIONS OF 
HIGHER LEARNING 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

4 . JEWISH EDUCATION 
PROGRAMS IN ISRAEL 

5 . OTHER 

871,797 

81 , 285 

57,785 

792,712 

769,212 

23,500 

467,050 

467 , 050 

144,613 

144,613 

181,049 

157, 549 

23, 5 0 0 

16,275 

5 ,025 

- 29-

30. 3 

PER CENT 
DISTRIBUTION 

100. 0 

6 . 6 

90. 9 

88.2 

2 . 7 

53. 6 

53. 6 

- 0 . 0 

16.6 

16. 6 

- 0 . 0 

20. 8 

18. 1 

2 . 7 

- 0.0 

- 0. 0 

1. 9 

0.6 

• • I I • 



' ' . . 
TABLE 7-A 

BREA~DOWN OF 1986 ALLOCATIONS 
TO JEWISH EDUCATION BY CLASSIFICATION 

FOR 85 CITIES 

DOLLAR 
AMOUNT 

TOTAL LOCAL ( EXCL. UNITED WAY )220, 561,436 

TOTAL J EWISH EDUCATION 62, 058,331 

PER CENT OF TOTAL LOCAL 

TOTAL TO BUREAU OR COMMITTEE 39,869, 457 

1. BUREAU SERVICES 

2 . SUBSIDIES TO SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

DAY SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

CONGREGATIONAL SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

OTHER SCHOOLS 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

3 . JEWISH INSTITUTIONS OF 
HIGHER LEARNING 

FEDERATION 

VIA BUREAU 

4. JEWISH EDUCATION 
PROGRAMS IN ISRAEL 

5 . OTHER 

17 , 390, 623 

39,982, 549 

18 , 3 18 ,12 0 

21 , 664, 429 

33,69 ~,877 

14, 223, 058 

19, 472, 819 

2,102,,a7 

1, 883,015 

819,572 

3 ,584,085 

2 ,212, 0 47 

1,372,038 

3,385, 004 

3,059,887 

325, 117 

703, 711 ( a) 

596, 444 ( b) 

( a) This figu re i ncl udes Sll 9 ,308 in "VIA Bureau" 
(b) Includes $369 ,980 "VIA Bur eau" 

-30-

28. 1 

PER CENT 
DISTRIBUTION 

100.0 

28. 0 

64. 4 

54. 3 

4 . 4 

5 .8 

5 . 5 

1. 1 

1. 0 

29. 5 

34. 9 

22. 9 

3 1. 4 

3 . 0 

1. 3 

3 . 6 

,., ,., 
"" · ca. 

4 . 9 

0. 5 




